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Suicide: They swallowed pills, 40 at a time 
This is the first of a two part series. 
By David P. Foster 
They swallowed sleeping pills, 40 at a time. They 
slashed their wrists or tried to throw themselves out of · 
windows. They even jumped in front of moving cars. 
During the past ye~r. UNH students tried a surprising 
variety of means to their own ends. But they all had one 
thing in common: "the best years of their lives" had 
somehow become a time of unbearable depression and 
loneliness, and they sought to escape it by attempting 
suicide. 
Last -semester alone, at least nine UNH students fried 
to kill themselves, a survey of campus hall directors 
shows. At least seven of these suicide attempts were 
serious enough to require emergency medical attention. 
One of the suicide attempts was successful. On 
November 20, a Forest Park woman was discovered on a 
bed in her apartment, dead from an overdose of drugs. 
These figures are probablv lower than the number of 
students who actually attempted suicide last semester, 
according to David Cross, counselor at the Counseling 
and Testing Center. . 
"For every one (suicide attempt) you hear of, there are 
about five to eight that go undetected," Cross says. 
UNH's suicide attempts do not constitute "an 
inordinately large number," when compared !O 
nationwide statistics for the college age group, says 
James Dalton-Thompson, a representative o( the 
Sam~ritans of B9_ston. The Samaritans are an 
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$20,000 in legal fees left to pay 
Fraternity men win • ID court 
By Darryl Cauchon 
The five fraternity men who 
were suspended for hosing women 
in a "Take Back The Night" rally 
won a permanent injunction to 
return to UNH, but have been left 
paying up to 520,000 in legal fees. 
U.S. District Court Judge 
Martin Loughlin ordered in an 18 
page decision that the fiH~ men be 
reinstated to the status they held 
on April 13. 1981. when the · 
inciden occured. but denied their 
re4uc.<;t th,ll Ur"\ H pa) their kgal 
fees. 
The decision said the men's 
constitutioQal righ~s were violated 
by not granting them due process 
of law. 
"What transpired (during spraying"_juvenile"and"deserving 
judicial board hearings) was that of punishment." 
evidence was presented at both Steven Gordon, one of the two 
hearings accusing the (men) of - attorney's who repi:esented the 
sexual harassment with strong . five. said he is not sure if his clients 
o\'crtoncs of sexual assault and will appeal the courts decision that 
rape ." said Loughlin. UN H not be required to pay their 
The men had never specifically legal fees. 
heen charged with sexual - John Hose, executive assistant 
harassment and "their intent was to the president, said the 
to plead guilty to harassing · UniversttY has not decided if they 
sorority sisters under the guise of a will change the judicial board 
prank." process until Loughlin'sdecision is 
"The facts are similar to one examined more closely. 
pleading gu;(ty to simple assault The University judicial° process 
and th<.: accusation and evidence could be changed if Loughlin was 
presented is that of sexual assault." d .irccting_ his decis(on _ toward 
Loughlin said. 
The judge, however, did call the HOSING, page 8 
600 students will -lose benefits 
By Bill Knowles $2.700 annually per person. Steven -L. Davis, Field 
The money is available to Repre'Sentative for Social Security 
. children of widowers, widows, in Portsmouth said, "Those 
retirees, and disabled persons who persons who were entitled to · a 
are full time students between the monthly check for August 198-1 
ages of 18 and 22. Richard H. will receive payments' until they -
Cross-country ski tracks were everywhere on campus after this 
week~nd's snowfall. (H_enri Barber photo) 
The sixteen year old 
Educational Benefits Program of 
the Social Security Administration 
is being phased out over the next 
three years by the Reagan 
Administration. Last year this 
program provided $2.4 billion ·10 
700,000 students, averaging about 
Craig, director of financial aid at either finish school, reach age 22, 
UNH said about 600 UNH • or through April 1985-whichever 
students will be -affected by these comes first. However, you must be 
PoUlton claims jobs • ID dariger 
By Greg Flemming 
Some University employees may lose their jobs 
within the next year if steps recommended by a 
· state committee are taken. 
Members of a management study group told 
Unive~sity System of New Hampshire (USNH) 
Chancellor Bruce Poulton they will suggest . 
eliminating some jobs within the system as one 
method of saving money. Poulton said. 
He said it wiU ,be hard to implement some of the 
recommendations. some will take more than a year 
to do so, and the system may not act on all of them. 
The USNH Board of Trustees will decide what 
action to take on the recommendation in the next 
few months, Poulton said in an interview last week. 
The management study group came about when 
35 New Hampshire businessmen were assigned to 
study agencies including USN H which receive 
state funding. USNH includes UNH, Keene and 
Plymouth State Colleges, and several other 
programs. 
Poulton--who has not seen the report himself--
did not say which jobs could be eliminated or what 
other recommendations will be made. But he said 
the committee concentrated on the business and 
administrative operations of the USNH. with less 
concern for academic programs and student 
affairs. 
The report will be given to the agencies which 
were studied tomorrow and made public next 
~o~th,. he sai~. 
. Chancellor Bruce Poulton 
( Carolyn Blackmar photo) · 
Governor Hugh Gallen told ·Poulton he 
·wouldn't consider a nrne percent pay raise for 
USN H faculty and staff until he sees the committee 
report, Poulton said. 
POULTON, page 19 
cutbacks. He added that ''there will a full time student before Mav 
be a good deal of hardship" as a 1982." · 
result of the budget cuts. Students in this category will no 
Craig said "Some cuts are longer get checks for May, June, -
· needed , and most of the people in July or August starting in 1982 
Washington agree on this-but even if they attend school in those 
cutting Social Security in addition months. The amount of future 
to the other cuts in federal stude(Jt payments will also be gradually 
grant and loan programs is going reduced; twerity five percent less 
too far." 
"There is no question that some MONEY, page 10 
qualified students and working 
mothers will not be able to go to 
school, or others would not be able 
to attend the schools · they 
preferred. As a whole, the finanS,ial 
picture is bleak." said Craig. 
The program was cut by 
Congress last summer but has not 
been greatly publicized due to the 
large scope of other-administration 
cutbacks. Another reason 'lt was 
not noticed was because the Social 
Security Administration decided 
not to inform recipients of the new 
changes in the law. 
John Trollinger, a spokesman 
for the Social Security 
Administration, said that there · 
were no attempts to either 
publicize or not publicize the 
cutbacks . 
Students who enroll full time in ' 
college before May I, 1982 are still 
eligible for reduced Social Security 
student benefits. Some high school 
seniors are - graduating early in 
order to enroll in coilege before the 
· oeadline to receive the benefits. 
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IIEIIIS IN BRIEF 
. 
INTERNATIONAL 
Gromyko: No talk of Poland 
GENEY A-Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei A. Gromyko said 
yesterday he has no intention of discussing the Soviet Union's role in 
the military crackdown in Poland with U.S. Secretary of State 
Alexander M. Haig Jr. 
Haig said Monday he would express to Gromyko" the outrage of 
the American people'' over events in Poland. 
Pravda slams Italian party 
MOSCOW-Pravada slammed leaders of the Italian Communist 
Party Sunday, accusing them of "truly sacrilegious" opposition to 
the Kremlin's stance · on Poland. 
The 2,500 word statement also accused the Italian leftists of 
renouncing Marxism-Leninism, and therefore providin_g "direct aid 
w imperialism. ·· · 
The Italian Communist Party replied that the Kremlin can't 
dictate -it's views to communist parties in other nations. 
NATIDnAL 
Nuclear plants shut down 
VERNON, Vt.-Accidents yesterday resulted in the shutting 
down of two New England nuclear power plants. 
A leak in the moisture removal system of the Vermont Yankee 
Nuclear Power Plant released small amou'nts of radioactive stea·m 
into the air of the a Turbine Building. A plant spokesman said the 
leak poses no health hazard, and that repairs will probably take 
about two days. 
The Ginna Nuclear Power Plant in Ontario, N.Y. shut down 
automatically yesterday morning after a tube ruptured iri the plants 
cooling system, leaking thousands of gallons of water into the 
reactor's containment sump and releasing radioactive steam into the 
atmosphere. 
No area residents were evacuated and., spokesmen for the 
Rochester Gas and Electric Company said there was no danger to 
the public. 
Spokesmen also said the plant appears to be "fairly stable," and 
was being brought to a "cold shutdown." 
Runway reported icy 
BOSTON-A pilot said conditions on a Logan lnternationc;!_l_ : 
Airport runway were "poor to nil" _37 minutes before a World 
Airways DC-10 crash landed Saturday, a federal crash investigation. 
team reported yesterday. 
A spokesman for the team said she was not sure whether the 
World Airways pilot had been warned of the conditions. 
LOCAL 
Police· make $2 million drug· bust 
estimated $2 million in drugs and cash and arrested two 
New Hampshire men this weekend as the result of a nine-month 
investigation. 
Police reported they confiscated 2,800 pounds of marijuana, 25 
pounds of hasish and about two pounds of cocaine. 
A fish sales operation was reported to be a front for the drug 
exchange. 
UNH employee dies 
Willie M. Matt. supervisor of warehouse operations for the 
University, died suQ_denly Sunday at his home. He was 57. 
Born April 20. 1924 in Richmond, Va. he had been a 23-year Navy 
career man, serving during World War II and the Korean Conflict as 
a chief steward. 
He had been a member of the Fleet Reserve Assn. since 1966. 
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Marguerite D. {Swift) Matt of 
Dover: his mother: five children: and a sister. · 
Memorial services will be held at 2 p.m. tomorrow at the Wiggin 
Funeral Home with the Re\6. Robert Irvin. rector of St. Thomas 
Episcopal Church. officiating. Burial will be at sea at a later date. 
There are no calling hours. . 
Donations in his memory may be made to the Naval Fleet Reserve 
Assn .. Portsmouth. N. H. 
The Weather 
.. Tonight w-iTI be clear, with temperatures dropping below zero, • 
according to the National Weather Service in Concord. 
Tomorrow will be mostly sunny, with highs in the teens. 
Protesters rally near library 
By Diane Loiselle 
Some 12 members of Durham's 
Committee in Solidarity with the 
People of El Salvador {CISPES) 
rallied in front of the Dimond 
Library Friday afternoon to 
protest the Reagan Admini- 1 
stration's increas_ed suppport to El 
Salvador's government. 
The Reagan administration 
announced recently plans to train 
1500 Salvadoran soldiers and 
officers in the U.S. and 500 officers 
began training yesterday in Ft. 
Benning. Georgia. . 
"We feel that that's going to 
' escalate the violence and continue 
a lot of bloodshed." CISPES 
member Maria Yost said. 
Members of CISPES support a 
political solution for El Salvador. 
Yost said. A United Nations 
Resolution passed on Dec. 3. 1981. 
appeals to countries "to abstain 
from intervening in the internal 
situation in El Salvador and 
suspend all supplies of arms and 
any type of military support..." 
One CISPES member called 
U.S. policy towards El Salvador"a 
bullying act" seen by the 
Administ_i::ation as a s_olution to an · 
East-West problem. Another 
member Kate Lincoln said it's 
more an internal class war. 
Flyers cited incidents of murders 
and oppression in El Salvador. 
where "the Salvadoran armed 
forces have killed more than 
30.000 of its own citi1cns in the 
past two years." 
The rally lasted approximately 
one . hour. The rally's date was 
chosen as part of an International 
Day of Solidarity with the People 
of El Salvador to honor over 
30,000 workers and peasants killed 
in January of 1932, "the beginning 
of 50 years of military rule." the 
flyer said. 
A tape deck played Latin 
American music and CISPES 
members held signs reading "Poles 
Rights equals Salvadoran Rights". 
"Support Pok" nnd s~ilvadors." 
and "No Vietnam War in Central 
America." 
"The Reagan Administration is 
calling for human righ.ts in Poland. 
What about the rights of the 
Salvadoran people? It's a double 
standard." Yost said. 
C I S P ES offered ,b I a n k 
postcards addressed to Senator 
Warren Rudman and Representa-
tive Norman D'Amours to passing 
students. There was a sample 
postcard requesting that the U.S. 
stop military aid to El Salvador. 
Rudman is a member of the 
Senate Subcommittee on Foreign 
Operations. one of the three 
resources Reagan can use to obtain 
the additional $18 million needed 
to implement military training 
plans in the U.S. 
A presSieleasc by CISPES said 
legislation allocating $26 million 
to El Salvador is d uc for 
certification this week by President 
Reagan. This foreign aid bill states 
as co11ditions that reopening of the 
school. and an end to "the 
harrassmcnt. incarceration and 
murder of the teaching 
community." 
Yo-=t <;aid s he bclic, ·c:-; LI 
Salvador's government can't 
continue their actions without 
U.S. aid. "I personally feel the U.S. 
government i:, in a position to stop 
military aid." she said. "and 
therefore fo put pressure on the El 
Salvadoran government to stop 
oppression." 
Students protested President Reagan's policies in El Salvador last week. (Jonathan Blake -photo) 
Main Street digging is planned 
By Jackie MacMullan 
The University will receive bids 
next week for the contract of a $3 
million heating project designed to 
save heating costs. · 
The project, the second phase of 
a three part $8 .5 million plan to . 
change the existing heating system 
to low temperature hot water 
heating is being funded by state 
legislature appropriations. 
According to Gerry Tromein, 
manager of construction of 
Physical Plant Development and 
Utilization, eight prime 
contractors are vying for the job, 
though an exact number of all the 
· bidders is not known. · 
"We plan to receive the bids 
February 4, and if they are within 
the budget, then we'll be putting 
together a contract within a week," 
Tromein said. 
"In rough general terms, we're 
changing all heating to low 
temperature hot water," he added. 
The system is expected to pay 
for itself within three years of its 
installation. 
The pipeli.nes running under 
Main Street, branching in front of 
Thompson Hall and down past 
Smith and Scott Hall~ to Stillings 
Dining Hall wi'll be aff;ct~d, 
<tccord ing to John · Sc:i_n_<i0s, 
assistant director of Plant 
Engineering and Maintenance. 
The pipeline running east toward 
Fairchild and Alexander Halls will 
also be dug up. 
"Most of th_e core of campus will 
PIPES, page 19 
Bowling lanes in MUB are 
damaged by water leaks 
By Maggie McKowen 
Burst water pipes in the 
Memorial Union Building\ games 
room caused up to $1600 in 
damage and temporarily delayed 
the use of its bowling lanes. 
Games Room Manager Stan 
Copeland said that on Saturday. 
-Jan. 9, he opened the games room 
and saw "water coming down like 
an open faucet." flooding the 
MU B's lanes. 
All eight bowling lanes had to be 
re-sanded and shellacked. A ere\\ 
worked all night on .Jan. 15 but the 
lanes' opening was still postponed 
until Monda\'. Jan.25 when the 
floor dried. -
Water stainl- to . the allc\'\ 
·wooden scats: gutters and ccili;1g 
\\jll have to be repainted. 
Copeland said. 
The incident occurred \\hen "the 
coils froze in the pipes"' near two· 
air handling units, the Assistant 
Director of Student Activities Don 
Harley said. 
Harley said th-ere were two 
specific leaks. One was under the 
MU B projection booth and the 
second break, wliich damaged the 
allevs. was located beneath the 
stage. He said that water leakage in 
. the rear stating section ()f the lanes 
has happened "three times before." 
but it has never harmed the lanes 
themselves. 
Other renovations. not resulting 
from the pipe burst. were 
completed during winter break. 
The pool tables were re-cmered 
with red felt and . the walls ha,e 
been painted from white to blue. 
Copeland said that these 
rent)\ations were done to "ado 
more color to the room ." 
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Communications division -
F acnlty is 'stretched thin' 
By Mary Andrews 
The staff in the communications 
division of the theater and _ 
communications department has 
been "stretched thin" after the 
third full-time professor in the last 
three months quit last week. There 
are now four full-time faculty with 
a student faculty ratio of 100 to 
one. 
According to Wilburn Sims, the 
departments chairperson, the 
remaining staff are "working like 
trojans" and that students needs . 
are still being met. All three vacant 
positions ..should be filled by next 
semester, Vice President of 
Academic Affairs Gordon. 
Haaland said. 
Classes that were to be taught by 
Pat Fleming have been rearranged 
and reassigned to other faculty. 
"We moved the faculty around 
and hired part-time people for spot 
coverage. Everything's under 
control," Sims said. 
"It's always a problem when you 
have good people leave," Haaland 
said, _"But it's a good departm_ent 
and I don't-think quality is lacking. 
There are still good people left." 
With an estimated student-
faculty ratio of 100 to one, Sims 
said the main problem is advising. 
"It is getting harder and harder to 
give our students individual 
attention, we only have four 
people to serve as advisors for over 
350 majors," Sims said. 
"Unfortunately, the realities of 
economics at the University are 
such that there is not much 
likelihood that we'll get extra. 
positions unless we get to the point 
where demonstratively we can't 
meet the needs of our students," 
Sims said . 
Sims said this point has not been 
met and that all seniors will 
graduate while juniors and 
sophomores move through 
effectively. 
"We're trying to get our students 
to understand the difference 
between courses they'd like to have 
and courses they need to have," 
Sims said. 
'"Students have a philosophy 
that because they pay money to 
come to the University they should ' 
get all the courses they want but 
they don't know all the factors 
involved," he said. 
Heming, who had been a foll 
time faculty member for eight 
years, says she left UNH for 
financial reasons that "only 
became · very apparent over 
Christmas break." 
"Of all, the advisees I've had, and 
I've had quite a few, I've never seen 
anyone very inconvienced," she 
said. ·•some faculty are just always 
in greater demand and thai would 
be the case whether there were 20 
faculty or not." 
Some students, however, seem 
to think the department has 
already reached its limits. 
"The administration thinks 
communications is a fad major," 
said senior communications maior 
Maureen McManus ••so they don't 
want to hire more staff. I'm glad 
I'm getting out of the department 
now." 
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Bond, Scott A. 
Crompton, Jennifer 
Dufour, Susan Jane 
Glennon, Patricia J. 
Hasse, Carol 
Hayes, Diane R. 
Kohler, Amy W. 
LaC~sse, Joseph 
Littlefield, Deb-ra J. 
McDonough, Sheila 
Moody, Alison A __ 
Morton, Douglas ~S. 
l•or many students, the waning list for classes seems endless. (St~ve 
McCann photo) • 
UNH reverses rebate decision 
By Gre; Flemming 
University officials changed 
their minds yesterday and decided 
to give 44 Mill Road House 
residents $50 more of their energy 
surcharge rebate . 
While all students who lived on 
campus last year received about 
$82 for the rebate, Director of 
Residential Life Carol Bischoff 
decided to withhold $50 from Mill 
Road House residents. 
Last year students paid an 
academic energy surcharge and 
those students who live in campus 
- including Mill Road House 
residents - housing paid a 
residential surcharge. 
Since this money can only be 
used to pay energy costs and there 
was money left in the account last 
spring, the University rebated a 
portion of the money to students. 
But Bischoff said she decided to 
keep the residential surcharge paid 
by Mill Road House residents to 
assure UN H wo.uld break even on 
the house's lease. 
Mill Road House is being leased 
until this spring from Acacia 
Fraternity. 
"If we had refunded the energy 
surcharge our income would have 
been significantly decreased," 
Bischoff said yesterday before she 
changed her mind . 
However, neither Mill Road 
House residents nor Dean ·· of 
Student Affairs Gregg Sanborn 
were told last semester the 
residents wouldn't receive all of 
their rebate. 
Bischoff said the Mill Road 
House residents were not told but 
added, "I thought they had been." 
In addition, the residents 
received no explanation about the 
smaller rebate when their checks 
were sent home. 
Bischoff said energy costs were 
higher in Mill Road House 
because of a more expensive type 
of oil needed and a less efficient 
furnace. 
Mill Road House resident 
Karen Johnson said the surcharge 
money was to be used only for 
energy, and shouldn't he used to 
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Yildiz is· denied reinstateme~ 
~ ·.. -
Heavy snow on Saturday cancelled several evening runs of the Kari-
Van. (Henri Barber photo) 
by Darryl Cauchon 
A U.S . District Court judge in 
Concord has denied a former 
UNH researcher's attempt to get 
his job back after being fired Nov. 
21. 
Judge Martin Loughlin ruled 
Jan . 11 that Musa Yildi1's attempt 
to be reinstated until he could file a 
grievance through the University 
"h·-ts not exhibited a likelihood of 
Her powers are microchip history 
By Sharon Voas 
The asteroids whirl and hurtle 
towara the tiny ship. With a 
hyperspace thrust, the ship zips 
through the vast blue space and 
blasts the asteroids with a spray of 
destroyer beams. Zap! The ship 
disappears in a flash of hght. 
It is all over. The hand at the 
controls taps the initials P.L.S. 
into microchip history and Penney 
Sutcliffe comes back to earth in the 
MU B's concrete-block room 
scattered with video machines. 
Sutcliffe, a 15-year-old video 
games enthusiast, plays for the 
sense of control. 
"You feel like you have power-
1 i k e Yl u can accomplish 
som~thing, •• she said. 
In a 15-year-old's world of peer_ 
pressures and the eternal quest for 
••something to do", the video game 
arc~de _. provides a juvenile's 
equwalent to the aduhs' after-
work beer joint. 
"It's more that it's a pla~e to 
meet people than a place to play 
the games." Sutcliffe said. ""It •s not 
like we go there to loiter. 1t•s a 
p~~e to meet .. something to do ... 
However, a concern about 
-loitering is one thing which has 
embroiled Durham's Main ·street 
arcade-the Space Center-in 
controversy. Like the lyrics of a 
song from Music Man: "It's Pool, · 
with a capital 'P' and that rhymes 
with T and that stands for 
Trouble." But pool has been 
replaced by the quarter-gobbling 
extravaganzas of microcircuitry as 
the object of concern. 
Some Durham townspeople 
have publicly expressed concern 
that the arcade has a bad 
atmosphere for young people and 
that teenagers congregate in larg~ 
groups on Main Street. 
Last September, Durham 
selectmen passed an ordinance 
which forbids people younger than 
16 to use the machines unless 
accompanied by their parents. 
Sutcliffe and two other 
teenagers collected 300 signatures 
on a petition calling for a repeal of 
the ordinance. They took their plea 
to the selectmen and to the New 
Hampshire Civil liberties Union. 
NHCI.U suggested the ordinance 
should not be enforced until the 
constitutionality of a similar case 
in Nevada is determined. 
However, the ordinance remains 
in effect and will be put before 
Durham voters at the town 
meeting in March. 
Sutcliffe said the ordinance took 
away young people's meeting place 
anp the Youth Center in the 
Grange Hall is no substitute. 
·•1cs got warped pnol tables, two 
pinb?ll machines that are always 
broken, and some middle-aged 
ladies run it," Sutcliffe said. "It's 
!ike some middle-aged person's 
idea of what we should like." 
••1t•s got to have something to do 
with the downtown location ( of the 
arcade) too," she said. "We could 
still play at the MUB, but nobody 
does." 
"We used to go to the theater but 
now that is the Franklin Ballroom. 
Kids wouldn't necessarily go there 
(if it were still a theater) instead of 
the Space Center because the 
games are the craze. Thats what 
they want:· · 
. .. Playing t~e games gets rid of 
PINBALL. paae 9 
success on the merits" of hi~ case. 
Yildiz wants to fil e a grievance 
that UN H denied him his civil 
rights by not grant_ing him tenure 
and was entitled to be notified of 
his termination at least a year in 
advance. 
Loughlin ruled that Yildiz's 
"continuing appointments were 
contingent upon separate funding 
for each penod ... he did not have a 
tenure track position with faculty 
status.·• 
The judge said Yildi1 was aware 
- or should have been aware - that 
his job a! U~_H was in jeopardy 
and that he was an employee and 
not a faculty member. 
"It is also illogical to accept 
(Yildiz's) - convoluted reasoning 
that he is entitled to a one year's 
advance notice of termination as 
his appointments were funded in 
the main from outside sources," 
Loughlin said. 
During the trial, Yildi1's former 
boss - Interim Dean Alexander 
Amell - testified that Yildiz was not 
considered a faculty member but 
rather an emp!oyee. Amell_ said 
YILDEZ, page 9 
New infirmary is 
sought by University · 
By Einar Sunde 
University officials have decided 
that the only cure for Hood 
House's ailments - is · the 
constructi0n of a new health 
facility - but funding from 'the 
New Hampshire Legislature could 
. come only as early as 1983. 
After an extensive study of the 
possibility of renovating Hood 
House, a committee of faculty, 
administrators and students have 
recommended that a new fc!cility 
be built instead, said Felix (Skip) 
Devito, director of facilities 
planning. 
Devito placed the construction 
costs at roughly $2 million. 
Problems with the health facility 
include inadequate wiring and 
plumbing. narrow corridors which 
don •1 meet federal hospital 
regulations and ••antiquated•• 
·design, according to Dr. Peter 
Patterson, director of Health 
Services. 
"Hood House was built for in-
patient care," said Patterson. 
"Now 90 percent of our cases are -
out-patient." 
In 1978, the state Legislature 
approved $70,000 for study and 
design of renovations to the facility 
which were to include an addition 
to the building. 
The University hired a Boston 
· consulting firm and a Manchester 
architect to determine what 
renovations were necessary. But . 
the conclusion of those involved 
was that the changes and addition 
to the building would cost close to · 
the $2 million needed to build a 
new facility. and· the end result 
INFIRMARY, pap II 
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-------------SUICIDE-~ ......... ~-------
international organization aimed 
at suicide prevention. 
The s~icide rate for college age 
men and women has risen at what 
Dalton-Thompson calls a · 
"startling_" rate d,uring the last 
decade. 
- When these students turn thek 
anger at the frustrations against 
themselves, self-destructive 
feelings can result. 
A student need not slit his wrists 
to be self-destructive. 
"There are many who don't 
attempt or threaten suicide 
< continued from page 1) 
even like, then blow out on the 
weekends." . 
At the root of most · suicidal 
feelings is a sense that life is 
meaningless or hopeless, ~ays Dr. 
Gerhard Nothmann, consulting 
psychiatrist at Hood House. 
•:isolation is the problem, the 
st.udent-run telephone hotline.-
Each year, they receive what 
student co-coordinator Andy 
Dawley cal)s "a significant number 
of calls" concerning suicide. 
"More often, people call in 
about someone else who is 
-_suicidal, wondering what _ ~o doJ" Officials of UNH apparently do 
not know· whether the nationwide 
rise in suicide is reflected on this 
campus. . 
.. No one person keeps track of 
these things," says Scott Chesney, 
assistant director of Residential 
Life.· ••There are no readily 
available statistics that we ~sa staff 
can look at." 
'We know it's there . . The problems, . 
the pres,ur,es and stresses that lead a 
' .. It's a touchy area,'.' admits 
Chesney ... We want to respect 
students' privacy, but we also need 
information to be pro-active in · 
helping .depressed students." 
student tO' consideriiig suicide 
Assistant Dean of Students Dan 
Garvey keeps what he calls ••an 
informal count" of suicide 
attempts at UNH. He could not tell 
whether the number of attempts is 
increasin2. because .. this is the fir~t 
time these figures have been· 
compiled," Garvey says. 
as an alternative.' 
.1 directly, but are killing themselves· attitndethat 'n0bodYcifes for ine, ~ 
slowly," Cross says. "If someone is " Nothmann says. "It's a vicious 
drinking heavily four or five nights - circle. If someone withdraws and 
t1 week, for oxamplc, I've 0 ui tu uuc~u•t Lalk. CO anyone, then Of 
Dawley says. 
Cool-Aid has a taped telephone 
message called "Recognizine: 
:su1c1dal t-eelmgs in Others" that 
callers can ask to hear. believe that this person doesn't like course others won't want to bother 
himself." with him." Cool-Aid volunteers will also 
talk directly to a caller. By their · 
own admission, they are not expert 
counselors, but just "someone to 
Garvey would not release the 
number of suicide attempts that he 
knows about. .. The numbers have 
a tendency to scare people," he 
says. 
The Counseling and Testing One group at UNH that is 
Center, in Schofield House, offers willing to "bother" with anyone 
workshops on stress management, with problems is Cool-Aid. a 
meditation, assertive communicat- .--------------------------. 
Cross says .. a lot of U n;versities 
avoid mentioning the word 
suicide, because it gets the 
limelight." He does not believe, 
however,. that UNH ignores 
suicide. 
.. We know it's there," he says, 
adding that suicide is not the 
problem in itself. .. The problems," 
Cross says, are "the pressures and 
stresses that lead a student to 
considering suicide as an 
alternative." 
Some students endure-or even 
thrive on-the pressures of college 
. life, accepting the rules of the 
game. But others crumble, 
frustrated at pressures that seem 
beyond their control. 
ion, and other alternatives for 
dealing with stress. 
Such alternatives are sorely 
needed, Cross believes, because of 
the "tremendous" amount of stress 
at UNH. 
"It's greater than it's ever been, 
and the 'ability of students to cope 
with. it isn't keeping up with the 
stress," Cross says. 
Much of this stress is the result 
of academic pressures, Chesney 
says. Increased emphasis on 
getting a high-paying job after 
graduation has led to greater 
anxiety about succeeding in 
school, he says. 
"All that students care about is 
classes," Chesney says. "They burn 
themselves out on things they don't 
URHAM -BIKE 
Last Chance Inventory -Sale 
½ Price : 
Kastle Mountain ·---
Telemarker steel-edge·-ski .- _ 
C~oss· country skis.; - ~ 
; Brooks Running Shoes. - Ho~key sticks ·· 
Sale .limited to in-stock supplies 
- Sijppliei very. limited'.. . · 
NIQKS 
8:00 p.~. 'ti/ close 
\ ~ ' ' 
Tuesday Nite '. 
,, ' 
\8:00 p.m. 'ti/ close 
) 






in Room 108, MUB 
Monday· - Friday 10 - 2' 
· The Student -Senate 1s_ now accepting 
applications for 
. ·Residential Life 
. . . 
Coundl Chairperson 
-A Paid Position 
;.A ·Chance to Get Involved 
With a Student Organization 
.. · ....... 
You must b~ ,-?.,-dorm resident to apply. 
, ~~ .. : ~.-~PPJ[ta.tfqns du.e._F,riday, Jan ~9 . 
talk to." 
One volunteer (who withheld , 
her name in keeping with the 
hotline center's policy of keeping 
calls strictly confidential) said she 
talked for an hour to a suicidal 
caller last semester. 
"He called at the end of my shift, 
but I didn't mind at all," she says. 
The caller did most of the talking, 
and the volunteer thinks· she 
helped just by being a listening ear. 
. "It was an emotionally draining 
experience, but somehow I knew 
intuitively what to say," she 
remembers. The caller did not go 
through with the suicide attempt. 
The Department of Residential 
Life focuses its attention on 
preventing the type of crise~ that 
Cool-Aid deals with. . 
· "We're taught to recognize tip-
off signs/ that' a depressed student 
often gives," says resident assistant 
at Woodruff House Dennis 
Perreault. "Our role is to ~e active, 
not reactive " 
Expecting RA 's to fill that role 
may be asking too much, admits 
Chesney. "There is a tendency to 
treat RA 's as professionals right 
off the bat, and I don't think that's 
adequate," Chesney says. 
Chesney has started a collection 
of films. slide shows, ' and other 
resources addressing common 
emotional problems that students 
encounter. He encourages RA 's to 
use these resources to become 
more skilled in helping the 
residents of their halls. 
Chesney's office also provides 
materials for programs aimed at alJ 
students. "520 programs were 
offered last semester in the 
residence halls." he Says. "And 
depression workshops were among 
the most popular." 
The message of such workshops 
is that there are many options for 
escaping stress and depression that 
are less drastic than killing 
yourself. · 
"If you try meditation and it 
doesn't work for you, then you can 
always try something else," David 
Cross says ... But if you attempt 
suicide, it might work. And then 
you're dead." 
In Friday's issue, a profile of an 
attempted suicide and a look at the 
characteristics and feelings of 
people who attempt suicide. 
ATTENTION WORK! 
STUDY STUDENTS 
The TASk (Training in 
Academic Skills) Center is 
hiring ~ tutor/counselors to 
begin training immediately. 
Tutor I counselors provide 
study _ .ski I L5 .. !3Ssista ljCe ,18_n& ¥ 
- pe1sonal , . .-advjsin9:: to :-u~H. i 
stucJents. Must be a 
committed caring sophomore 
/I' or junior who i~- inte~ested in 
· academics. , · 
"Good" GPA requir~d along · 
with work/study statu·s.) 
Apply a.t the T .AtSk , Cen_ter, 
·stoke Hall . 350 by Friday, . 
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Police officer files complaint 
By Robert Snell 
An unidentified UNH campus 
police officer has filed a complaint 
with the New Hampshire Civil 
Liberties Union charging that his 
personal mail was being opened by 
- a secretary at the department. 
The police officer claims that his 
civil rights were violated when mail 
addressed to him was opened 
without his personal authoriza-
tion 
.. The officer has filed a 
complaint which will become a 
civil suit in a week or so unless we 
can reach an out of court 
settlement with the University," 
said Emmanual Krasner, the 
Farmington attorney who has 
taken the case. 
Krasner declined to comment 
_any further on the specifics of the 
case. 
However, "it is the Universities 
position that mail should be'. 
opened tn a timely manner by the 
secretary if necessary," John Hose, 
executi_ve assistant to the. 
president, said. 
'"The only exception should be 
letters which are expressly marked 
"personal" or "confidential". All 
other mail is assumed to be of a 
business nature,'' said Hose. 
The right to privacy is not 
spelled out in the Bill of Rights but 
is rather an inferred right. 
"The right to privacy is implied 
in t-he first (freedom of thought) 
and the fourth (illegal search and 
seizure) amendments to the 
Constitution, "according to 
Randall Ment, executive director 
of the NHCLU. 
Mere administrative efficiency is 
not of itself a reason to violate the 
private interest of an employee. 
Mail addressed to an individual is 
a small percentage of the mail 
which an organization recieyes," 
said Ment: 
Ninety-nine percent of the 
letters which are received by my 
office are addressed to an 
individual," said Hose.. ··we 
receive very tew letters which are 
just addressed to UNH~ we.always 
make the suggestion that 
employees have their personal mail 
sent home," said Hose. 
Men.t claims an employee 
should work out a contract with 
his employer before he is hired 
when the opening of mail 
addressed to an individual is 
concerned. 
Hose said that he knew of no . 
such contract signed by employees . 
of the University. 
A similar case occurred at New 
· Hampshire Tech a couple of years 
ago . . 
.. The case was settled out of 
court when New Hampshire Tech 
agreed to limit the opening of 
personal mail," said Ment. 
There was no formal comment. 
from Campus Police but one 
officer who wished to remain 
anonymous said "It's been going 
on for a long time. I guess now 
somebody just wants to put a stop 
_to it." 
A stranded shopping cart, hurried benath snow in Area I. (Henri Barber photo) 
By Darryl Cauchon 
A lJ nh-crsity cycling club has. 
been formed to hdp "develop 
students who arc interested in • 
riding--without all the expense," . 
uccording to sophomore Fred 
Dunn. one of the cluh-'s three 
c.,ptains. · 
The new club is scheduled to 
begin in February and is open to 
both men and women. Students 
nl.'ed only a helmet. a bicyck and 
an interest in cyclin~. Dunn said. 
Jersey's may also be bought at $25 
each . . 
··we want to help develop the 
sport. The more: yoli h,l\·e 
participating the better the rnce is." 
said Dunn. 
.. It's a growing sport in terms of weather over JO<tcgrccs. The team 
women. Some of the best wonwn will hopefully ride a total of 600 to 
ritkrs outcl.iss the men. The thine IOOO miles ocforc the season's first 
is that there aren't mam· women i~ rnce. 
the sport--it's a wry ciitc group." Cycling s·pecialists will also 
he said. instruct the team on equipment. 
Dunn said the club's emphasis diet. seating and team tactics. 
will he on teamwork ,and not as an Students should try to keep their 
"individual thine." bike under 30 pounds but ifs not 
.. There's an incredibk amount required. said senior: Dan Dcroo. 
of teamwork involved if you want - another of the three -citptains. 
t~ work together as a team." Dunn Rm:es arc done at the A and B . 
savs ... There\ a lot of strateev le\·el i-n \\·hich the .. hcst riders·· -
in\·olved. It isn't just going out and participate in the A race. The B 
running as fost as vou can.· rnce has riders ••just getting into the . 
Tc> prepare for· rnccs al such sport.'' Dcroo said. 
·places as Dartmouth and the Anyone interested in joining the 
University , of Massachusetts. cycling club should contact the 
Dunn said practices will be run in _ Recreation Office. 
The· N·ew Hampshire ( USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semi-
weekly throughout the a 'idemic year. Our offices are located in Room 151 
of the Memorial Union Building, UNH. Durham, N.H. 03824. Business 
Office hours: Monday - Friday 10 AM-2 PM .. Academic year subscription: 
~ . ~ 
d_~e; 
"- The . S 18.00. Third class postage paid at Durham.NH 03824. Advertisers should 
check their ads the first day. The New Hampshire will in no case be 
responsible fort ypogrc1 phica I or other errors. but will reprint that pa rt of an 
advertisement in which· a typographical error appears. if notifi~d 
immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New 
Hampshire."' MUB. UNH.-Durham~NH.03824. 11.000copicsperissue· 




'ITESIH Y. Januar, 2<• 
DEADLINE: Grnduatc students last day to withdraw and _qualify 
for J 4 tuition refund. 
MORTAR BOARD USED BOOK SALE: .Ruy used hooksa-t low 
prices. Spon!'>ored hy Mortar Board. Inc. Senate-Merrimack Room. 
Memorial Union. 11 a.m.-5 p.m. · 
lll\ H _COLI.EGE BOWi.: Semifinal competition. Sponsored h) 
Student Ac:ti,·itics Office. Carroll Room. Memorial Union. J:J0-
4:J0 p.m. .. 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALi.: , ·s.UVcrmont. Lundholm Gym. Field 
House. 7 p.m. Admission: general SJ: students $2: UN H students 
SI: <.:hiklren under 5 admitted free. Men\ athletic: tickets arc not 
\~I lid. 
WEU~ESIH Y. Januar~ 27 
WOM El\'S STU DI ES BACi UJ l\CH: Dr. Rita Wcathcrshv will 
s_pl'.t_k on teaching .. Women in Ma11.igement." Hillshor;lugh-
Sulll\·an t{oom. ·memorial Union. 12 ll<lon. , 
l 1l\H COI.I.FGF BOWi.: 1-inals. Winning Team will represent 
111\H at rcgiomil l.·ompL'lition at UNH on Fehnmry 20 aud 21. 
Sponsored hy Student Acti,·ities Offi<:c. Strafford Room. Mcm:lrial 
ll n'.o~v p. m_- _ _ · · .. 
Ml:l\ S HASKE I BAI.I.: , ·s. Vermont. Lundholm Gym Fil·lcl 
Hou!'>e. 7:30 p.m. Admission: gcncrnl SJ. 
Tiil .HSIHY. Ja1111ar~ :W 
Ml lSO 1·11.M : "Ap0<:alyp!->e !\ow ... Strafford Room. Memorial 
l ; nion. 7 and 9:30 p.m. /\dmis!->ion : SI or !'>l:a~on fi_lm pa~s. 
Ml I B Pl I B: The \o,, Sound l·:xprl'~!'>. Sponsored hy M llSO. X p.m. 
Admi!->!->ion: 50c . l 1:\H ID Proof of age required . 
,, 
_, . 
FHIU \,. Ja1111~11-~ :! 4> -
DFADI .I\L l.a~t day to drop cour~L·~ ,,ithout $10 late le~ or opt 
ror audit. 
-TODAY-
IS THE LAST DAY 
TO REGISTER 
FOR THE HETZEL 
HALL, 
DANCE-A-THON 




TOT-AL VISION --- --- ----- - .. ----- -- ·CARE . 
*Tinted soft lenses now available 
*Highest quality soft lenses 
*Polycon Gas-Permeable semi .. hard lenses 
. *Sah}e day service in most cases on soft lenses 
*30 day trial period on contacts 
' *Complete eyeglass and eye examination seryices 
~ *One }Jour -service on many prescriptions 
* Reasonable foes· 
DRS. ALIE AND MENARD 
Optometrists, 
DURHAM 




- · 476 Central Ave. 
Hours: ,9-5 
Sat. 9-12 
742-5719._..,_ . · . 




RESUME CRFTIQUE: An opportunity for students to 
receive feedback on first draft resumes on a first-come-
first-ser_ved basis. Sponsored by Career Planning and 
Placement. Friday, January 29, Room 203, Huddleston, 
1:30-4:30 p.m. 
INTERVIEWER COMMENTS REVIEW: Students 
may learn of how they are coming across during their on-
campus interviews on a first-come-first-served basis. 
Sponsored by Career Planning and Placement. 
Thursday, January 28, Room 203, Huddleston, 1:30-4:30 
p.m. 
CLUBS & ORGANIZATIONS 
PSYCHOLOGY CLUB MEETING: New members 
welcome. Thursday, January 28, Room IO I, Conant, 
12:30 p.m. 
NONTRADITIONAL STUDENT GET-TOGETHER: 
An informal workshop on issues of interest to students 
who are returning to college, or continuing their 
education after a number of years out of school. 
Sponsored by Counseling and Testing Center. Thursday, 
January 28, Faculty Center, 4-6 p.m. 
TRAP & SKEET CLUB: Organizational meeting. 
Sponsored by Department of Recreational Sports. 
Thursday. January 28, Grafton Room. Memorial Union. 
8 p.m. "' 
I ABLE 11:. N IS CLU H: Urganizat1onal Meeting. 
Sponsored _ by Department of Recreational Sports. 
, Tuesday, January 26, Grafton Room, Memorial Union, 
8 p.m. 
SYNCHRONIZED SWIM CLUB PRACTICE: 
Sponsored by Department of- Recreational Sports. 
Tuesday. January 26. Field House pool. Organizational 
Meeting, 8-8:30 p.m. and swimming. 8:30-9:30 p.m. 
, SQUASH CLUB: Organizational Meeting. Sponsored 
by Department of Recreational Sports. Tuesday. 
January 26. Room 38. Field House. 8 p.m. 
SAILING CLUB: Organizational Meeting. Sponsored 
by Department of Recreational Sports. Thursday. 
January 28. Hillsborough-Sullivan Room. Memorial 
Union. 7 p.m. 
KARATE CLUB: Organizational Meeting. Sponsored 
by Department of Recreational Sports. Tuesday. 
January 26. Room 38. Field House. 5 p.m. 
RACQUETBALL CLUB: Organizational Meeting. 
Sponsored by Department of Recreational Sports. 
Thursday. January 28. Room 38, Field House. 7 p.m. 
FENCING CLUB: Organizational Meeting. Sposored 
by Department of Recreational Sports. Tuesday. 
January 26. Fencing Salle. New Hampshire Hall. 7 p.m. 
"ALL CAMPUS" SQUASH TOURNAMENT: 
Sponsored by Recreation Department. Saturday and 
Sunday. February 6 & 7. Field House Courts. 10 a.m. 
Entry Fee: $1, to be paid at Recreational Sports Office, 
Room 151. Field House. Deadline to register is 
Wednesday. February 3. 4 p.m. 
WOODMEN'S TEAM: Organizational Meeting. 
Sponsored by Department of Recreational Sports. 
Wednesday. January 27, Room 38, Field House. 7 p.m. 
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION: First 
meeting of the semester. All are welcome. Tuesday. 
January 26. Rockingham Room, Memorial Union. 7:30 
p.m. 
INTER-VARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP: 
"Blackbear" Tom Brink, speaker. Wednesday. January 
27, Hillsborough Room. Memorial Union. 6:30-8:30 
p.m. For additional information. contact Buzz Brad. 
862-1615 or 868-9729. 
OPEN GAMING. , NEW SEMESTER BUSINESS: 
Sponsored by Simulation Games Club. Friday and 
Saturday. January 29 and 30. Hillsborough-Sullivan 
Room. Memorial Union, 6 p.m. - closing. 
COMPUTER SERVICES 
Non-credit courses for a nominal fee are listed below. 
Registration is required. Call 862-3527 or stop by Room 
2E. Stoke Cluster. Additional $5 charge for non-USNH 
personnel. All courses are held in Stoke Cluster. 
LOGIN / BATCH TUTORIAL:- How to login to the 
DECIO or use the Batch facilities in a cluster. Friday. 
January 29 through Thursday. February 4, 8-9:30 a.m. 
MICCROCOMPUTER SEMINAR SERIES: Monthly 
seminars focus on various aspects of microcomputers. 
Topics include hardware in a basic system. peripheral 
equipment. operaung :.yMem:.. communll:atlou:. amJ 
application software. Experience with micros helpful but 
not essential. Friday. January 29, 2:30-4:30 .m. 
BEGINNING TIMESHARING I AND 2: Two-session -
course provides instruction in the mechanics of terminal 
operation. LOGIN procedures. and other monitor 
commands; an overview of DECsysteml0 software; 
outline of file organization and structure: dem.onstration 
on the use of a terminal and lineprinter. This course is a 
prerequisite to many other short courses. Sei;sion I: 
(Section A). Monday. February I. 10-12 a.m.; (Section 
B). Monday. February I. 6-8 p.m.; Tuesday, February 2. 
2-4 p.m. Session 2; (Section A). Wednesday. February 3. 
10 a.m.~12 noon: (Section B), Wednesday. February 3. 6-
8 p.m.: Thursday. Febr.uary 4, 2-4 p.m. Course fee: $4. 
MONTHLY USERS MEETING: Thursday, February 
4. Forum Room. Dimond Library. 12:30-2 p.m. 
GE,ERAL 
LOST AND FOUND SALE: Wednesday. January 27, 
Information Center, Memorial Union. Sale begins at 8 
a.m. · 
LECTURE BY CLAMMA DALE. SOPRANO: 
Sponsored by · the Music Department and Student 
Activities. Friday. January 29. Bratton Recital Hall. Paul 
Creative Arts Center. I p.m. 
BOOKRUSH IN THE MUB- 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
Tuesday. Wednesday. and Thursday January 26. 27. and 
~ CLOSED Friday. January 29 to move back to Hewitt 
Subscribe to the 




All Hockey Equipment 
(Sticks. Pads, and Skates) 
15% off 
15% off 
Al I Da nski n Winter 20% off 
Clothing 
Winter Jackets and Vests 20% off 
Knit Ski Caps and Socks 20% ·off 
Plus Many In-Store Specials ! 
Louise's Sport Shop 
D,1\rv1ll11\', I : f Xt'lt'I 
9:30-5:30 M -S 
Mill Road Shopping Plaza 
8~8-5) 41 
t ' ) , .,i • 






is n~w accepting applications for the 
- fallowing positions: 
Assistant Business Manager 
Will work with Business Manager 
this sem.ester and take the position 
zn the '82-83 school year.· 
President for 
1982/~3-academic year 
Train this semester to be President 
of the largest programming student 
organization at UNH. 
Both 
are paid p~sitions 
GET 
INV-OLVED-
Pick up appli~ations in Room 148 in the 
basement of the MUB 
Memorial Union Student Organization 
862-1485 
--- ---- -------· , . --- ___ __ . _l!~ft: NEW H~MPSf:ilf3;_1l:1~SDAY, JANUAR.X 2~., . 19~2 PAGE SEVEN 
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Junior communications major 
Rob Sutherland said, "The point is 
I don't really care whether it's a fad 
or not. The University says it will 
take my $7,500 a year and I think it 
only fair to expect a return." 
uisgusted with the "perenial 
hassles of pre, pre-registration," 
Sutherland said some students 
don't see courses in our major until 
their junior year. "What if they 
find out they don't like it?" he said. 
"It's too late to change." 
"You only need ten courses in 
the major," said junior 
communications major Chris 
Russell. "I'll be taking four in my 
last year. Academically I just don't 
think it's a good balance." Russell 
said these four courses have 
previously been full. 
All three students agreed that 
"something needs to be done." _-
Suthc:1 laml suggc:!:>lcd 111ak.i11!:; 1L 
harder to get into the department, 
perhaps even limiting the number 
of majors as does WSBE. 
But Sims said limiting the 
number of majors would involve a 
policy change within the College of 
Liberal Arts. According to Sims 
no student within the College of 
Liberal Arts can be arbitrarily 
denied the right to declare a major. 
And while Sims feels such a 
policy change would "philosophic-
ally undercut the rationale of a 
Liberal Arts degree" he said, "If we 
get to the point where we're 
absolutely at the end we might very 
well have to bring this (limiting the 
number of majors) up." 
The number of communications 
majors has doubled in the last five 
years according to Sims causing 
him to believe that "there might be 
some degree of truth to the fad 
major thing." 
"Sociology was the boom 
discipline in the 60's and 70's," -
Sims said . "Whether or nnt 
communicarions is a fad only time 
will tell." 
Sims said part of the student's 
( continued from page 3) 
frustration stems from their 
misunderstanding of the 
department's function. 
"We're in Liberal Arts," he said. 
"Our emphasis is theoretical, 
analytiaal and philosophical, not 
technical." 
"If students want to· learn the 
production ins and outs of 
television or radio they shouldn't 
be here," Sims said. "They should 
be .somewhere else ." 
Sims said he talked to people at 
Boston Media Group and they 
indicated that "thev don't want 
people who have learned to run 
machines. The machines we have 
here are already obsolete within 
the industry,'' he said. 
Instead, Sims said management 
looks for people who can think, 
analyze and problem solve. 
"Mostly what they want arc the 
typf"<. of pf"nplf" thl'lt n11r 
department is turning out. Our 
communication majors do very 
well once they get in the industry," 
he said. 
Sims said the_ 20's, 30's, 40's, and 
50's are known as the decades of 
t r a n s p o r t a t i o n , w h i 1 e .t h ¼ 
remaining quarter of the century 
will be known as the decades of 
communication. 
"Information is the key,'' he 
said. "How to get it and what to do 
with it once you get it lies at the 
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MUSO NEEDS PEOPLE 
TO' SPREAD THE wo·RD 
AROUND CAMPUS. 
Volunteers are needed once a 
week to put up posters in 




For: 1. Stage set up and break down 
_2. Marshalls 








( continued from page 1) 
UN H's normal prodecures but not 
if he meant only this specific case. 
Hose said. 
"The question is exactly what 
the ruling means." Hose said. and a 
. clarification may be requested by 
UNH. 
The five former members of Phi 
Mu Delta were suspended last 
April for spraying water on 
marchers participating in the 
"Take Back The Night" rally being 
held to protest sexual harassment 
of women and to make streets safer 
for women at night. 
Filing the suit against UNH 
were Glenn Fuller. Chris Brewer. 
Paul Anderson. James Kelly, and 
Daniel Mulrooney. Peter Grant. 
the sixth member who participated 
in the hosing. withdrew before the 
trial. 
In his testimony of the incident. 
Fuller said he heard noises and 
somebody yelling"Women Unite." 
He said he looked out his window 
ut the frutcrnity u 'nd s o·w :< omc 
demonstrators who belonged to a 
sorority. by the sweat shirts they 
were wearing. 
Fuller said he told his friends 
about the demonstration that was 
going on and thought it would be 
fun to spray them with fire 
extinguishers. All six men testified 
that they didn't reahze what the 
demonstration was about and if 
they had they "never would have 
participated in ~he conduct that 
_ they did ... . 
They piled into Fuller's van. 
drove by the demonstrators. 
sprayed most of them with water. 
and drove off. They were stopped 
shortly afterward by police. 
The sprayers said they thought 
th1.: marchers were all sorority 
sisters and called the incident i1 
.. prank". -
The men appe~1red before the 
UniYCrsity's Judicial Board and 
were suspended after testimony 
was heard . They appealed the 
decision. calling it "severe". but the 
ruling was upheld. After this 
ruling. the men filed suit in 
Concord. · · .. 
'The final decision made by 
Loughlin que~tioned whether the 
men had due process "when much 
of the evidence presented a( both 
hearings was exacerbated by 
strong · inflamatory statements of 
-;c x11al har;i-;-;nwnt and intt•rjecling 
issues of rape and sexual assault 
which the (six men) were not 
prepared to counteract." 
Mulroone\'. a senior when the 
spraying occured. was seeking 
$70.000 in damages due to a loss of 
job opportunities but dropped the 
request when he got a job. 
The men had taken final 
examinations in May but grades 
were withheld until the trial ended . 
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· It's a -mini -Qu}ncy Market -
2 • 
It's worth your while to come and 
check it out -
balloons - pins -
shoelaces 
T-shirts - cards ·-
gifts 
JUSTIN 
80" skate printed laces $2.50 
Dl"RH ,\:\I SHOPPl'.'.G 
CE~TER -
:\till Road. Durham. ~.II. 
fl0:l-!!6X-a2112 
• :, 
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------YILDEZ---------
(continued from page 3) 
it "was not unusual to terminate an · Yildiz testified that he taught. 
employee in the middle of a . did research and aided students 
semester." Faculty members arc who were pursuing their masters ~r 
, usually termiiyc1ted at the end of the doctorates. He said he felt that his 
year. teaching and research were so 
Amell said at the trial that interwoven that it was difficult to 
altnough Yildi;, had been tell one from another. 
employed at UNH since 1972 In conj.unction with Dr. Tung-
under various titles. he was never Ming Wang. a professor of Civil 
considered a part of the faculty , Engineering. Yildiz is still aiding 
Therefore, he did not have tenure students. 
rights or entitled to a one year's Vice President Jor Academic 
notice, Amell said. Affairs Gordan Haaland said at 
Over a half of Yildiz's salary was 
paid through various grants, 
· Amell said. and was fired when 
outside funds could not be 
obtained . He had a total salary of 
$31,510 in which $16,5 IO (or 52%) 
were paid through outside funds. · 
-PINBALL-
the trial that Yildiz was granted 
three of the six steps in the 
grievance procedures but did not 
"merit furthP.r consideration to 
proceed to the fourth step." . 
Yildi;, has also filed a complaint 
with the state Human Rights 
Commission claiming he was 
discriminated against because of 
his national origin. A hearing is 
scheduled for Feb. l 6-
Yildi1 was born in' Turkey. 
currently lives in Lee. N. H .. and 
has been a citizen of the United 
States for the past 30 years. He is 
married with three children. ages 
16. 18. 20. 
He is seeking employment , 
elsewhere and has applied to 
colleges and universities in North 
Carolina. Arizona. Old Dominion, 
Virginia. Oklahoma. Texas, Tulsa 
and Canada. 
Yildiz said he recei ved a 
"favorable response" from a 
Canadian school. but didn't want 
to jeopardize his United States 
citi1enship b y accepting the 
position . 
(continued from page 3) . Class Ads: One 
your anger. You know you have 
the power to kill this thing, and 
you do," Sutcliffe said. "I got one 
of my highest scores once when I 
was angry. My boyfriend had split 
dollar. 'Plows were kept busy this weekend cleaning University paths and roadways. (Tim, Skeer photo) 
up with me, so I put in a quarter 
and just banged away." 
Before the ordinance was 
imposed, Sutcliffe spent a couple 
of hours every night at the Space 
Center, in the world of Asteroids 
and Space Invaders. She said the 
time she used to spend there is n-9w 
consumed with sl<ifog for the Loon 
Mountain ski team-and studying. 
Sutcliffe wants to be a surgeon. 
"My teachers say I'm bright but 
don't put in enough effort. So I 
spend a lot of time on homework 
now." 
If the age restrictions are 
removed, Sutcliffe will play the 
games again she said, "but not as 
much as I played before because of 
skiing and studying." 
REMEMBER 
THE BEST ... 







It's your Olll hand. Use it 
to examine your breasts once 
a month. If you should find a 
lump or thickening. see your 
doctor. 
Remember the earlier 
the diagnosis and treatment. 




"It's a lot easier with a Texas Instruments calculator 
designed to solve business problems." 
Touch a few special keys on these Texas 
Instruments calculators, the TI Business 
Analyst-1r~1and The MBA:~~ and lengthy 
time-value-of-money problems suddenly 
aren't lengthy anymore.You can automati-
cally calculate profit 
margins,forecast 
sales and earnings and perform statistics. 
And problems with repetitive calculations 
are a piece of cake for the MBA, because it's 
programmable. 
These calculators mean business, and what 
they give you is time-time to grasp underlying 
business concepts, while they handle the mnn-
ber crunching. To make it even easier, each 
calculator comes with a book written especially 
for it, which shows you how to make use of the 
calculator's full potential. 
The Business Analyst-II and MBA business 
calculators from Texas Instruments,Tw~o 
ways to run a successful business ma- rJ 
jor, without running yourself ragged. 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 






© 1981 Texas Instruments· Incorporated 
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----~MONEY-----
· ( continued from page 1) 
Write for starting with the '82 check, 50 
percent less in Sept. '83, 75 percent 
less in -sept. '84, and no more 
checks after April 1985. 
Davis said that "those students 
who were first entitled to a check 
after Aug. 1981 will be paid only 
for the months they attend post 
secondary school. and then the 
checks will stop." 
"The phaseout was done to 
soften the blow so that students 
receiving the aid could make other 
plans. But those students eligible 
after Aug. of 1981 are considered 
forewarned so their benefits are cut 
sooner." 
one of their programs. Two years 
of seminars across the country 
determined that student benefits 
should be the ones to be cut. 
"I feel that part of the reason 
students lost out was due to their 
lack of political power. These cuts 
are not easy, though. Would you 
rather cut a disabled or retired 
persons check?" said Davis. 
The New Hampshire 
"As an example, say a student's 
father died in Sept. of 1981. The 
student would then be eligible for 
Social Security student benefits if 
he met the qualifications. The aid 
would continue until July of 1982 
and ·then stop. If the student had 
already been receiving checks in 
Aug. of 1981 he would be termed a 
phaseout student and receive the 
reduced benefits until either 1985, 
his graduation, or reaching the age 
of twenty two-whichever comes 
first." said Davis. 
Davis said another case will 
commonly occur. "Say a student 
has been getting checks in Aug. 
1981. He goes to school but then 
drops out in Decem'ber at the end 
of the semester. His checks will 
stop. If that student is enrolled in 
school full time before May 1982, 
that student will continue to 
receive checks as a phase-out 
student. However if that student is 
enrolled after May I, he will not 
receive any checks." 
Davis said that due to the 
financial problems of Social 
Security, _money had to be cut from 
Davis said that by 1985 the 
program will be entirely eliminated 
for college students and will save 
about two billion dollars. 
"ln looking at the big picture 
of Social Security this is a valuable 
savings of morrt:y, but it is 
regrettable that students have to be 
disadvantaged." Davis said "the 
g o ,, e r n m e n t h a s a m o r a I 
responsibility to help with a 
persons education, but not to 
provide it." 
This Desk Can Reach Mach 2 
Some desk jobs are more authority. In the air, and 
_exciting than others. on the ground, you have 
As a Navy pilot or flight' management responsi-
officer, your desk can be bility from the beginning. 
a sophisticated com- And your responsibility 
bination of supersonic grows as you gam 
jet aircraft and advanced experience. No company 
electronic equipment. But you can handle it. can give you this kind of leadership respon-
Because Navy flight training gives you the sibility this fast. And nothing beats the sheer 
navigation, aerodynamics and other technical excitement of Navy flying. 
know-how you need. The salary is exciting, too. Right away, 
Iri return, Navy aviation demands some- you'll earn about $18,000 a year. That's 
thing of you as an officer: Leadership. better than the average corporation will pay 
Your path to leadership starts with officer you just out of college. And with regular Navy 
training that's among the most demanding promotions and other pay increases, your 
in the military. It's intensive leadership annual salary will soar to $32,400 after four 
and professional schooling combined with years. That's on top of a full package of 
rigorous Navy flight training. And it's all benefits and privileges. 
geared to preparing you and other college Before you settle down to an earthbound 
graduates for the unique ,--------~-----, deskjob,reachforthesky. 
challenge of Navy I NAVY OPPORTUNITY w, 45 I Readch for thhe coupon. aviation. The program is INFORMATION CENTER I Fin out w at it takes to 
tough but rewarding. I P.O. Box sooo, Clifton, NJ 07012 bepartoftheNavalAvia-
0 • t t I D Please send me more information about l,ecom- I t1.· on rn..am. Y◄ou could ne impor an ing a member of the Naval Aviation Tham. (0A) I J.~ 
reward for Navy officers I have a desk that flies at 
Name d is decision-making I Fir•t (Pleaff Prinu La11t I twice the speed of soun . Addres,._ _______ ~pt.# ____ _ 
I City ______ stat.._ ___ zi...____ I 
I Age._ __ -tCollege/Univ.-.rsity_______ I , 
I *Year in Colleg:.,_ ___ ♦G~,_______ I 
1 
•Ma;or/Minor 
1 _ Phone Number -
I tArea Codel Best Tame to Cail I Thi11 is for general recn.aitment information. You do not hne to furnish any of the information requested. Of course. the moft! we know, the more 
I we can help to determine the kinds of Navy positions for which you I qualify. c·P 1, 82 ... ____________.., 
Navy Officers Get ~bilityFast~ 
REBATE 
(continued from page 3) 
help ihe University break even on 
the lease. 
"The fact that we live in a 
different type of housing situation 
is not our fault." Johnson said. 
"We signed the same contract." 
Bischoff said Mill Road House 
residents chose to live there . 
Residents didn't know it would 
cost more she said, adding, "We 
didn't know it either." 
Since she decided to rebate the. 
additional $50 to the residents, the .. 
University will lose $3,600 onl 
energy costs for Mill Road House. · 
"The money is going towards 
energy," Bischoff said, "I have a 
financial obligation to meet our 
budget." 
--INFffiMARY--
(continued from page 3) 
would not be as desireable, Devito 
said. Less than half of the $70,000 
was used, and the remainder was 
by law returned to the state. 
Dean of Student Affairs, Gregg 
Sanborn then went (last year) to 
the 1eg1slature to ask that the 
request for funding of renovation 
work be changed to· construction 
of a new health facility. 
But members of the legislature 
finance and public works 
committees declined to make that 
change, calling the 1981-1985 
biennium the "wrong time" to ask 
for such funding, Sanborn said. 
The University wants to ask that 
the remainder of the . $70,000 
approved for renovation planning 
be used for "schematic design 
work;" Sanborn said, so that if 
funding for construction comes 
through in 1983, work on the new 
facilty can begin without delay. 
If the money is approved, the -
University will hire Boston 
Associated, a health facility 
planning firm and the architec-
tural firm of Benson, Corzilius and 
Matuszewski -- the same 
compan.ies hired for 
renovation study. 
No decision has been made on 
the location of the new facility, but 
Devito said the most likely spot 
would -be in the Rosemary Lane 
area, across from Stoke Hall. 
Patterson calls the location 
"better than any 9ther one they've 
come up with." But he stresses that 
any new tac1lty m_ust have an , 
aesthetically pleasing, "healthy'~· 
atmosphere. -
.. We specialize in health 
promotion," he said, "If they build 
an assembly line, sterile, 'sick' 
facility, we might as well stick with 
this one." 
If health services are moved to a 
new building, Hood House will 
become available for other used. 
According to Sanborn, "President 
Handler has indicated that it 
would be used for administrative 
or academic space." 
Nonetheless, he added, no final 
decision has been reached 
regarding future use of Hood 
House. 
Sta~f Meeting for editors 
12 noon, Wednesday 
Hanov.er Roo1n 
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Editorial 
~tress should he recognized 
Today The New Hampshire starts a two part 
series on stress and the potential of suicide 
among UNH students. 
It's an important story. All too often, the 
mention of the word suicide is regarded as taboo, 
even though the problem exists and is 
widespread. 
students. For many, it's the stress · of being 
independent after eighteen years of living at 
home. For others, it's the stress of trying to get 
good marks. 
away. Ignoring it makes it worse. 
And part of any person's responsibility is not 
ignoring problems their friends face when they 
encounter stress. Pe9ple who· harbor suicidal 
tendencies send_ out clear signals of their 
distress, and friends should recognize them. 
The popular stereotype of college students 
depict them as a happy-go-lucky group, only 
concemE:;d about where their next beer is coming 
from. 
This stress doesn't have to culminate in death, 
even though the suicidal tendencies may be 
present As counselor David Cross -of the 
Counseling and Testing Center says: "If 
sorpeone is drinking heavily four or five nights a 
week. .. I've got to believe that this person doesn't 
like himself" 
Cool-Aid and the Counseling and Testing 
Service are two of the many outlets availah1e to 
students when they have problems. These 
outlets should be used. 
While going to college is a stressful · 
experience, it is also a maturing one. And 
learning how to deal with stress is part of that This stereotype is a false one. 
College is an incredibly stressful time for 
What students have to believe is that ignori~g 
stress or trying to be "tough" won't make it go developme11.t . 
Letters 
Ladies' Tea 
To the Editor: 
Last Thursday night I went to a 
Ladies' Tea at Tau Kappa Epsilon 
Fraternity-~neither because I am a lady 
nor to drink tea, but that isn't the point. 
I wasn't in the place two minutes, when. 
as I worked my way through the crowd 
to the keg, one Man shoved another 
Man. 
I turned around, looked at Man 
Number I in the face and told him how 
unimpressed I was with his display of 
Manly behavior. He didn't care. As 
though I weren't there, Man-I reached 
over my head (which he didn't entirely 
miss) and swung at Man-2, whose beer 
ended up all over me. 
The excitement soon ended, but I 
couldn't see · anything: my glasses· 
frames were broken and one of my 
lenses was on the floor. One of the 
Ladies in the crowd located my lens, as 
I stood there holding my broken frames 
and wiped the beer off my face. 
A mutual friend told me that I 
shouldn't have messed with such an 
angry Man: they sometimes lose their 
temper. You Know, the old boys-will-
be-boys attitude. It's when these boys 
grow up into men and insist on 
behaving like boys that it gets 
dangerous. 
· Man-I. I don't expect your respect. 
or even an apology. All I want is the 35 
bucks it cost me to go into your 
fraternity that night. Hell, I didn't even 




·1 o the Editor: 
·1 oda, I n:turrn:d ~l'\l'ral hook!', to 
the l ' n~\er~it,· Hoobtore. I hou1..d11 
them la~t \\eek. hut mer the \\n·ke;1d . 
h~ ~1rnrring !or U~l'd hool--!--. I lound 
hetter deals on the ~amc title~ . The 
return dc!',k gladly accerted the unu!',cd 
tcxh hut char!!l'd me S 1.00 for each 
returned hook.-Thi!', i!', an outra!!e. 
A!', one \\alb into the hool--r~t!--h in 
the Ml lH. there i!'> a large rmter near 
the entrance hearin!! the foll<rnin!! 
di~claimcr: - -
···1he l l;\H Hookstore i!', a 110111mdit 
educational ~enicc o\\lH;d and 
orcratcd h,· the llni\l-r!',it, ... · 
Cntainl; this nl'\\ r<llicy ,~ not 
indiciti,e of what I \\ould call "non-
rrofit." The l l!\H hoobtorc ~ell~ 
man\" hoob ror more than the Durham 
Hook Fxchan!!l' and ckarl\ the 
Dti'rham Hook r':xchan!!e i!', in htl!',illl'!',~ 
to make .a rrofit-:- A ,;on1,/'(]/i1 l !:\H 
hool---.t<lrl' \\Ollld -.ell m hoob !"or ju~t 
~li!.!htl,· more than their ,,·holc.~!',,ill' l:O!',t. 
\hi; rractice of charging· ~tudenh 
I or neee-.!',a l'\· !',l'l"\ ice~ ha-. !!one 100 far. 
·1 here are nt1merou!', !',Urch~1r!!e-. on our 
tuition hill. \\l' ha\l' to ra~ a S 10 charge 
ii \\L' add or~ror a COUl"!',l' al"tcr the fir-.( 
\\L'L'k of the !',L'm~~ter. and rw\\ an extra 
dollar to return a hook . 
I hi:- Ill'\\ e!',t ri r-oll i~ .i u-..t a ~ym rtom 
ol a larger. l lni\er,it:-\\ide rrohlem. 
I .a!',t -.cme~ter Antholl\ Z110,. a~~i.-..tant 
director ol Re,idrnti;II I.ill'. told the 
SL·riate that hi!', or!!ani1ation i~ in "a 
rrofit making m71dc ." I he \\lrnk 
.idmini~trati\e arm ol the l ni\er,it: i:-
Have a gripe? Write a letter 
to the editor~ It just has to be 
typed, double-sp_aced, signed 
' 
and sent to Rm. 
151 of the MUB. 
of like mind: The llni,n~it\" i!', not a 
husine~~ nor should it l'\ er hei.·ome one. 




To the Editor: 
Anyone who wishes to experience all 
the worst aspects of an oversold rock 
concert should attend Human 
Anatomy and Physiology this 
semester. You can catch this show at 10 
a.m. on Mondays. Wednesdays, and 
Fridays in Murkland 110. If you wish 
to secure a seat for the show, however, 
you should plan on joining the waiting 
throng about an hour ahead of time in 
the hallway. 
If that doesn't happen to suit your 
schedule. you will have to settle for 'a 
muddy seat in the aisle: so don't bother 
donning those expensive designer 
jeans. You needn't feel self-conscious 
about your soiled attire, after all, 
you're far from alone. 
The aisles are jammed with others 
just like you; other students who paid a 
considerable sum of money to sit in a 
crowded, wet, and dirty aisle and listen 
to Marcel Lavoie's barely audible 
nning commentarv as hf' ~rtfnllu 
H ustrates his lecture on a board they 
cannot see. 
It ·snot so bad; you don't really have 
time to watch anyway. You're too busy 
attempting to balance your clipboard 
on a cramped knee in order to take 
those ever so essential notes. Ah Yes! 
Higher Education. University of New 
Hampshire style! You do understand 
the situation, don't you? Dr. Lavoie's 
hands seem to be tied as the result of· 
some sort of promise he made to the 
Registrar's office to combine the two 
sections of the course taught last 
semester into one section for , it's 
continuation this semester. 
You wouldn't want him to break a 
promise. would you? 
He must have promised them that he 
would do his best to create a fire 
hazard, and he's certainly proven that 
he's a man of his word. Everyone 
respects a man of his word. The 
problem seems to be that no one 
respects the rights of a student. 
. (Name Withheld) 
[he New Harilpshire 
HRF"\DA'.\ DuHOIS. Editor-in-Chi.:!" 
(iRF<i l·I t:MMl\(i . Managing Edito1 
1)/\RRYI C/\1 CIIO\:. \l'\" 1-tlitnr 
SI I· \ I· DAMISII. Spon, Editor 
El'\AR Sl "\DF. \c·," Edi1or 
.JACKIE MacMl 1I I.A\. Spn,-t- hliwr 
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Old, new, or . 
simply interested 
Hillsboro Rooin 
MUB 4 ·p.In.- · 
Sunday Jan. 3.1 
Be part of the news ! 
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Nominations are requested for the UNH Alumni 
Association's Distinguished Teaching Award. 
Established recently as a means to honor distinguished 
teaching and to provide encouragement and incentive 
for excellence in this field, the award is sponsor.e.d by the 
Alumni Association. The award will be presented at 
Commencement to two faculty members; 
each recipient will receive a $1500 cash prize. 
Eligibility 
Nominations may be made by students, faculty, staff, 
alumni, and friends of the University of New 
Hampshire, and will be accepted at the John S. Elliott 
Alumni Center by March 1. -
All full-time members of the teaching faculty at the 
University of New Hampshire, with a minimum of three 
consecutive years teaching at UNH, are eligible to 
receive the Distinguished Teaching Award. Past 
recipients are not eligible to receive the award. 
The names of nominees, their departments, and your 
reasons for making the nominations, should be sent, 
wilh your name and signature, to The Distinguished 
Teaching Award Committee, Elliott Alumnt Center, 
UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 
CRITERIA 
The f~llowing general criteria have been devised as 
guides for use in nominating individuals for the Distin-
guished· Teaching Award. It should be kept in mind that 
no one individual will necessarily satisfy all of the crite-
ria listed. It will help your nominee if you are specific 
and cite examples that illustrate his or her distinguished 
teaching. 
• The faculty member should possess a comprehensive 
knowledge of his or her fi~ld, and have a scholarly grasp 
of the subject matter and an abiding interest in the area 
of study. 
• The faculty member should organize and present the 
subject matter effectively, i.e., in such a way that it 
makes sense to the student and is consistent with the 
objectives of the particular course, while, at the same 
time, suggesting interrelationships between the subject 
matter of the course and other fields of learning or 
human activity. 
• The faculty member should stimulate thinking and 
_develop understanding, i.e., challenge the student's 
i~tellect so as to encourage critical thinking and an 
open-minded attitude on the part of the student to 
the end that he or she becomes more self-directing in 
th_e field of knowledge. 
• The faculty member should arouse the students' 
interest and the educational experience should be signif-
icant in personal terms and in relation to their educa-
tional goals. 
• The faculty member should demonstrate · resourceful-
ness, and make good use of the human and material 
resources that are available while using methods and 
techniques of teaching that are appropriate to the 
course and the specific class or situation. _ 
• The faculty member should respect and have a 
genuine interest in students as individuals, assist them 
in solving their indivi<,iual problems, and treat them in 
a fair and impartial manner. . 
NoMINAt10N FoRMs-
available on bulletin boards everywhere 
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Arts & Features 
Pretenders at 
B~· Da,id Elliott 
It\ hard to s .. l\ \\ hether Chris:-.1e 
H\ nde or Joe· Montana wa-. a 
higger hero Sunda5 night. 
Montana. the young quarter-
hack for the Super Hov.1 champion 
San Fr .. pici-.etl 49cr-.. prohahle 
\\Oil the popularit) eonk'-1 out 
\\e-.t. Hut in Durham. Chri:-.-.ie 
~hnde. the sultn \ ocali-.t ol the 
Biitish rod. and roll hand The 
Pretender-.. ,,as the woman ol the 
moment. 
Hrnde and her hand filled the 
lict<f home and mcsmeri/ed the 
2600 tans with an hour and a halt 
ol' the rm:k <1 ml I oil sound that 
made her and the hand famous. 
·1 he Pretenders played al! their 
hih from "Message of l.O\c"at the 
heginning ot the set. to the 
fa\oritc. "Prcciou-.." which closed 
out the -.ct. From Pn:cious. the 
Pretenders went into their first ot 
tv.o encores. "Brass in Pocket"'. a 
-.ong that only diehard -Pretenders 
tans can name. but radio con-.cious 
rock and rollers arc familiar with. 
Popularity is a rclatin:ly nev. 
phenomenon for the Pretenders. 
·1 he tour member hand has on!\ 
played together since 197{ 
Chrissie H ,·nde. a native of Akron. 
Ohio ml't - up with British horn 
bassist Peter Farndon. who 
brought together friends Martin 
Chamhcrs and James Hone\'man 
Scott. and presto. the hand v.as 
horn. 
The Pretenders raised some 
eyebrows with a couple ol hot 
singles and then gained popularit) 
in Great Britain with their first 
album simply entitled Pretenders 
I. 
Realiling they were on toa good 
UNH; Hynde proves heroic 
sourH.l. till' band tollo\\cd their lirst 
a!hum up with a :-.horter EP 
(extended play) that inclurkd six 
songs. and in Jul\ ol 19Xl. thl'\' 
released their iatc-.t alhurn. 
Prl'tcndcrs 11. The band has toUrl'd 
cxtcrfsivcly to push the'ir music and 
establi,,h a name f<Jr them-.clves. 
I he LINH stop was part of a 
world-wide tour that ,,as dela\ed 
in October when drummer l\1a~tin 
Chambers put his hand through a 
_plate glass \vind<rn. 
1-rom thl' lo,lks ol his antic-. 
Sunda) ,i'ie,:ht. Clw,nncr,, hud 
oh\ iousl\' rccmncd. In a white T-
shirt. white socks and sneakns. 
and tight white Knid.cr-. (-.ame 
-.tyk pants Mid. .Jagger has hcrn 
\\Caring in his recent tour) 
Chamber-. sat hchind hi~ drum set 
and pounded out the heat ot the 
h..ird rock and roll. Mid\\a\' 
through the show Chamber" hq:ai1 
hitting a tom-tom or c\mhai and 
letting the drum"1ick 11)· out l!J his 
PRETENDERS, page 16 
The annual arrival of sloth by Todd Irvine 
My worn (not as worn as rd like to think it) pap~rhack 
copy of The MerriC1111• U'ehster Diet i<.nrary hus two 
definitions for sloth. One is··;\ small South and Central 
American m.immal related to the Armadillos ... The othl'r 
is .. l.11.incss. indolence."' rm not satisfied with either of 
these. rd like to sec sloth in the medical iounmls. 
dcscrihcd us a condi1ion of the centrnl ncrnlUs .s\'stcm. 
one tlmt I in p,micul,ar dcn:lor c,wy year ,around 
lkccmber 22nd. 
I refuse to hcl-ie,\: that I am alone in this. En:n thouuh 
all my friends return from hrcak telling me about ,tll tl1e 
times they went skii!:}g or how much wood they choppl'd. 
I know hcttcr. Thl'y·rc lying. They spl'nt their \'acation 
like I did. rotting away in hcd reading hack issues <lf 
Archie comics and watchinu Bullll'inkle anti Rod r. 
I know something is happening whl'n I start to ,,01Ty 
ahout \\ hcthcr I will he ahlc to gl't l'nough slcl'p -in thl' 
month or so that I am home. This is a real dan!!cr si!!n. As 
sloth starts to take a hold mer me. it hccomes~ditli~ult to 
make shorr trips for things like huying Christmas 
presents or going to the stmT to get food for dinm:r. 
U-.uall\ I can hold it off for a \\hilc. since I !,;no\\ it is 
coming. This g.i,es llll' time to wrap two or thrl'l' p1Tsents 
before I gin· up. shon· the others in a paper hag markl'd 
··occupant."' and stuff thl'm under the tree. 
Hut ,it isn't until at'tl'r Chrii,llllas day that things begin 
to rct really scriow.. Ou u,.: 1111.ll'lllll!,! (actually. 
afternoon) of the :?'1th I wonder if it is worth m\' while to 
gl't out of hcd. I already know what I got for prc~cnts. and 
h,· now J\·c lost interest. The d.n· after Christmas 
c,wything's just going to hl' a lctdcrn."n. Should I stay in 
hed until tomorrow. in the hope th.at something 
interesting will h.ippen then'! Th,is can go on for Sl'Wrnl 
hours. usually until I hml' to get up to go .to the 
bathroom. 
The trip down the hall to the toilet is the onlycxl'rcisc I 
uct for ahout three davs. when I discowr m,· mother\ old 
hcdp,111. This I immcdi.ucly install in m~~ room. ,llong 
with a portable tclC\'ision set. a pile of mag,11incs .111d 
comic hooks. and a hell to ring in case I need something. 
!\ow rm all set. I can finally get some rest. At first it\ 
\\'ondl'rful. So relaxed. l\o papers. no n:ading 
assignments. nothing to write. If I'm lucky. after a coupk 
of day-, I can actually feel my muscles hl'gin to atrophy. 
It\ not too much lon!!cr hl'forL· 1\0 rl'ad all the 
111"1.!ai'incs ii nd comic hooks. I'm tirl'd or \\ah:hin!! thl' 
Ill'\~ channel -nine. hut I h,l\cn't got thl' energy to g~·t up 
and ehanl.!.e thl' channl'I. much less turn thl· set oil. At this 
point I kT1m, rm slippin_µ fast. hut I don't cai'l'. 
All I \\ant to do is get another good day\ skl'p. M) 
parents hegin to \\OITY about ml' when I don·t touch the 
dn food the\· !caw all da~· <llit',idl· my dnor. f'l1c onl:-,· 
thing that could sa\'c me ll{lW is some sort of job. hut there 
isn't enough time left. and nohody would hire such a 
slothful pc.rson anyway. This is when I start to sleep for 
fi\'C o,r six days at .a time. waking only to have a dream or 
use the hcdpan. 
Sudden!\' out of this state I .1111 thrust back into school. 
One day m~· parents hrcak into my room. knock over the 
hcd. and inform me that ,acation is o,·er. .Just as I'm 
hecoming .iccustomcd to Mc as a \'cgetahlc. I haw to face 
the horrors of walking around campus again. 
So what\ the point of all this'! I hclic\'C that professors 
should he more tolerant of sloth. allowing a sort of grace 
period. when.: we wouldn_.t really ha\'C to work for the 
fin,t couple of weds. just come to class and nod off while 
tn·inc to t,1 kc notes. Thl'V sh(,uld try to sec sloth for what 
it ·is: ~thl' most dcsirnhlc ·or the sc\'cn dl'adl\' sins. 
Sure. it may not he as l'Xciting as lust: hut it\ less 
l'rustrating. _h may not pro\idc as strong a sdf'-image as 
\anity. hut it doesn't require all that preening. It's not as 
expcnsi,'l' as gluttony. not as hitter .. is aniricc or erl\'y. 
and it's not as hard to 1-.cl'p up as anger. 
Practitioners like you and I ha\'e to hring our sloth out 
of thl' closet and into the open whnc it hclongs. Only 
then. when it has been understood and accepted by the 
gl'nL·r..tl public. cun thl' slothful among us hope to 
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----------PRETENDERS- -------
hand into the audience. He inust 
have given away two dozen sticks. 
It was a flashy move, but afterfour 
or five · tosses it got · a litt_le 
excessive. -
Bassist Peter Farndon and 
guitarist James Honeyman Scott 
dealt with Chambers' antics the ~ 
way they did the whole set - un-
. phased. The two played with 
sufficient skill but little inspiration 
or intensity. 
The star of the show ·was clearly_, 
Hynde who, 9ressed in tight black 
leather pants and a black leather 
jacket and boots, strutted around 
the stage, sometimes with a twelve-
string guitar, sometimes with a 
tambourine, but always boo-ming 
out the lyrics in her deep · rangy . ' '-..._ 
v01ce. . 
(continued from page 15) 
The crowd loved -the cocky 
Hynde. They seemed to pay little 
attention to the rest of the band • 
playing behind her. From the 
moment. she brought the band on 
stage the capacity crowd was on its 
feet, cheering and yelling and 
trying to catch those flying 
drumsticks . Towards ' the front of 
the crowd, pressed up close to the 
stage, were a good number of ~ 
psuedo-punkers, students who 
took off their button-down shirts 
and put on T-shirts and slit sun 
glasses. But their garb was a little 
inappropriate. The Pretenders is. 
not a punk or even ·a new wave -
band. They play hard, driving rock 
and roll. And they proved it by the; 
volume at which they ripped 
, . 
-through . their music. · Pretenders· Jead guitarist ·Chrissie Hynde. (Tim Skeer photo) 
The music, whi-ch is meant to be 
. loud, hit you in the pit of stomach 
first, your -ears nexv. · Trhat's '10<' .. 
loud. The policeman security 
guards and other non-fans went 
scurrying for cover after song 
number two. That brand of music 
should be loud, but the Field 
House isn't Carnagie Hall. The 
Pretenders people who worked the 
sound boards were way off target. 
Perhaps they were trying to cover 
up for, save for Chrissis Hynde, a 
lack of real talent in the band. 
The crowd seemed to sense a 
lack of talent in the warn;i-up band, 
The Alan Vega Band. The band 
got praise from Billboard 
magazine, but their New York, 
avant-guard music di_d not catc_h 
on in Durham. The-re was 
_Musa· FILM SERIES 
presents 
s~fficient booing on Ju~t about . 
every song, and in the final 
number, Vega, who looked like ! 
Dezi Arnez Jr., told the crowd to 
fuck off, leaving the stage to his 
band to finish the song. Not too 
professional. 
Not much of a hero, not 
compared to the real hero of the 
- day: Chrissie Hynde. 
APOCAL-YPSE NOW 
Thursday, January 28th 
Only $1.00 Admission 
Special Time: 6:00 & 9:30 p.m. 
The --Student Senate 1s now accepting 
application~ for __ 
Stud-ent s ·ervices 
Council Chairperson 
. . . - ' 
This is a paid position on the executive 
board of the# Student Senate. 








Strafford Room, MU-B Midnight Traveler plays all the popular songs 
from top 40 artists. 
Coming: DAY FOR NIGHT 
Make your plans NOW and watch for more 
details in Friday's paper. 
Freaked. reviews: 
By Martha Thomas 
and Todd Irvine 
Martha: Have you ever seen Sneak Previews'! 
Todd: Oh yes. I watch Sneak · Previews 
faithfully. Anyone with an IQ of over fifty 
knows what Sneak Previews" is. It's the only show· 
. on Public Television that most people watch 
because they get to see little clips of movies. 
Martha: So. how about Ragtime'? 
Todd: I think there's a problem translating..any 
good novel into film; trashy novels are easy, but the 
better the book, the more difficult it is. 
Martha~ · That's probably because the film 
industry is rooted in big business and in order to 
insure _a film's survival, it has to appeal to the 
masses, rather than being arty and esoteric. 
Todd: Exactly, but I think Ragtime would have 
done better if it had covered the whole book and 
been as long as a film like Reds. In a way they're the 
same because they're both epics, each focusing on a 
different a~pe<.:t of ll1e ~arne Lime: pc:r iou. 
Martha: They eve_n have overlapping characters. 
Emma Goldman was a pretty important character 
in E.L. Doctorow's book; it's too bad she was 
completely left out of the film--but she was in Reds. 
You're right however--the films can be compared. 
Ragtime concerns . the changes taking place in 
American society: it deals with major issues and 
questions affecting everyone in America (i.e. 
morality, women's rights, racial prejudice), while 
Reds highlights a group of people who are of a 
political and intellectual elite. 
Todd: Yes, but that elite has some influence in 
Ragtime. 
Martha: Explain yourself 
Todd: The frustration that Coalhouse Walker 
feels is more than that of just one black man being 
mistreated: it's the beginning of a whole new 
philosophy of more enlightened attitudes. 
Martha: You could almost look at the film as a 
microcosm for what is happening in the country: 
Ragtime 
the family's polished and protected environment is 
suddenly interrupted by a destitute young black 
wo~a~, the y~unger brother, disturbed by 
preJud1ce and abandoned ,by love, turns liberai and 
puts h_is skills to use promoting freedom. At the 
~am~ time the United States is being bombar9ed by 
1mm1grants; the north by emigrating blacks, the 
class structure is falling apart... 
Tod~~ I agree, but I think you're gett~ng a little· 
long-winded here. (l won't mention the fact that it's 
a te~~ency ?f -yours.) But I think we· should get 
spec1f1c, Lets talk about the performances. .. 
Mai:tha: Well_, most of them wer~ outstanding. 
The only exception was Evelyn Nesbit, the first sex 
symbol of the century, played by Elizabeth 
~cG_over!l (seen as Conrad's empathethic 
girlf nend in Ordinary People). 
Todd: I didn't think she was that bad. She 
brought a kind of daffy quality to what could have 
~een a very cliche· role. It could easily have turned 
into a 1915 version of The Mari~rn Monroe Storr, . 
and to her credit it didn l. Where do you.think slie 
failed'? - -
Martha: For one thing, I've never seen The 
Marilyn Monroe Story, but I ca_n see what you're 
getting at. She was just too pouty, and her 
concentration was poor. I got tired of her pauses 
· and her indecision. There was no solidity to her 
_character. 
Todd: But wasn't she supposed to be that way? 
Martha: It's all right for her to be flighty, but her 
spaciness was at .the expense of believability. It was 
just bad acting. Now that we've spent so much time 
on Evelyn Nesbit, let's get to some of the other 
characters. I liked all of the others, what did you 
think? 
Todd: I think the mother (Mary Steenburgen) 
was very good, and she hasn't been getting the 
attention she deserves. 
Martha: I agree. It took me a while to get 
used to her, but her·portrayal of a kind, patient, yet 
fragile mother had' strength and consistency. 
Todd: Two others I'd like to mention are Tateh 
the . silhouette artist (Mandy ~atinkin), and 
Coalhouse Walker Jr.(Howard Rollins). They both 
played members ot an oppressed minority, but 
while Tateh learned how to move up . the class 
ladder, playing by the rules. Coal house didn't. 
Martha: In a much broader sense, this could be a 
statement about racism. Coalhouse is a successful, 
intelligent man, and people refuse to accept him a 
such. Coalhouse's downfall is out of his control, he 
becomes desperate and he fights in the·only _way he 
knows how. Tateh, on the other hand, fits right in to 
the American Dream, because he's white, and he's 
male. · 
Todd: I don't.think that's fair. Granted, Tateh is 
white, but he's still a member of a minority, and he 
had to face the same sort of discrimination in many 
ways a·s Coalhouse did. He survived in society by 
playing ~lo_ng._ . . 
Martha: Perhaps, but Cdalhouse's stru21.de was 
the result of direct attack. He was subjected to so 
much pain and humiliation in the movie--be was _ 
left with nothing but the need to prove his point and 
he did just that-as well as ·he was able to. 
Todd: There wasn't anyone else in the movie who 
stood out for me ... Well there's James Cagney as 
Police Commissioner Waldo Rylander or was • it 
Rylander Waldo? He was a lot of fun to watch. 
Mart~a: I_ want to mention the children. They 
were a h1ghhght for me. They were all so beautiful; 
watching them I couldn't help thinking that my 
grandparents were children at the time. 
Todd: That's a pretty stupid thought. Maybe we · 
ought to end this here. . 
Martha: Thanks -a bunch. ·Well, Todd I both 
recommend Ragtime, and I'd like to suggest 
reading the book as well. It will make viewing the . 
movie a richer experience. 
Todd: Yeah. 
Todd and Martha: See you at the movies! 
Now you can get the Boston Globe for half-price! 
ffih£ JBo~ton <§lob£ 
For just half price you can check out all the latest news, sports, and features in The 
Boston Globe within the privacy of your own room. That's right, the largest and best read 
newspaper in New England is now yours for half price .. .A special rate which brings both 
the daily and Sunday Globe to your doorstep. So act now. • 
If you live in: Contact: 
Congreve, McLaughlin . Chris Diego, Congreve 357 2-2173 
Sawyer, Smi.th, Lord, Jessie Doe. 
Sororities, Fraternities, Strafford, Stoke, Scott 
Mill Road House, Gibbs, Englehardt 
Hunter, Hitchcock, Randall, Devine 
Christensen 
Alexander, Hetzel, Fairchild, Huddleston 
Hubbard 
Williamson Forest Park 
* All Subscriptions Payable in Advance by Semester. 
* Students with varying starting dates may have their subscriptions prorated. 
* No delivery d-uring school holidays or Final Exam Periods. 
Sigma Nu office 
or any Sig'T'a Nu brother 862-3904 
Jill Hansen, Mill Road House 
2-3606 or 868-9602 
Dave Chamberlain, Christensen 606 2-2138 
Doug Sampson or any other 
UNH swim team member 868-7467 
John Baker, Hubbard 201 2- i 576 
Still Availabre 
Jobs are still available for this semester. Also call now and put your name on ·this semester's substitute list, or for a job next semester 
SPECIAL CAMPUS RATES 
Daily & Sunday 
Daily Only 
· Sunday Only 
$1 .40 a week 
.90 a week 
.50 a week 
SECOND SEMESTER RATES - FEB 1 TO MAY 9, '82 
Daily & Sunday: $17.55 
Daily Only: $11.55 
Sunday Only: $6.00 
Campus Coordinator: Jeffrey Growney · 
5 Madbury Rd., Apt. 2 868-1613 





Special Orders, Out of Print Book Searching, Student 
Supplies, Office Supplies, Maps, Globes, N. Y. Graphic 
Prints, Posters, Cliff's Notes, Monarch Notes, Calen-
dars, Calculators, Photo Processing, Si,ecial Interest . 
Magazines, Cards, Cross Pens, Graduation Plaques, 
·Lamination, Schaum's Outlines, Children's Section, 
Engineering Section, Test Preparation, Resu·me Writ-
ing, Foreign Language Reference and So Much More! 
DISCOVER THE UNH BOOKSTORE TODAY. 
. . 
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be affected, including the library," 
Sanders said. "All the dorms will 
be involved since we are installing 
a whole new dormitory heating 
circuit." 
Tremain said temporary boilers 
will be used for domestic hot water 
in the .dorms during cpnstruction. 
Actual construction of the 
pipelines cannot begin until 
sometime this spring, Tremain 
said, because "all work in the 
tunnel has to wait until this 
winter's heating period ends." 
"Likewise, all work in the tunnel 
will have to be completed prior to 
the next heating season, or 
sometime next fall," he added. 
During construction, traffic 
( continued from page 2) 
may be slowed up, but no major 
problems should occur. Tremain 
said. "At all times we will maintain 
at least two lanes," he said. "There 
will be only one period of time. 
during construction at the 
crosswalks. that we'll have to close 
down all together." 
Sanders said work at the 
crossroads of Thompson Hall and . 
Congreve Hall will be done in the 
summer. At that time, traffic will 
be detoured down Edgewood, 
Madbury, and Garrison Roads. 
"Like everything it will be a pain 
in the neck, but we'll all have to live 
with it," he said. 
Sanders said the University 
system had little trouble obtaining 
the funds from the state legislature 
'to °begin Phase II of the heatin~ 
system proJect. 
'The old system was a hodge 
podge circuit that we just kept 
adding on to," Sanders said. "The 
old pipes were deteriorating and 
we needed to re-do the system in an 
efficient way." 
Phase I of the heating project 
involved the installation of low 
temperture hot water lines in 
Parson, Paul Arts. and McConnell 
Halls. This cost about $2 million. 
Phase 111 of the project is ·•still 
on the drawing board," Sanders 
said, but will wrap-up the project 









Before you plan 
talk to us. 
We-have the 
JJm.. deals availal)le. 
-----POULTON-----







868-/478 . Rut in his hudget proposal gi,en 
earlier this month. Gallen did not 
propose any cuts in state funding 
to the Unin~rsit,·. 
.. He didn't d;l am·thinl! to us." 
Poulton said. "He didn't hurt us 
and he didn't help us." 
In leaYin!! the USJ\H 
untouched. (,alien did not 
recommend S5.4 million · for 
fact1lt,· and siaff salaries for next 
\'car. ·This fi!!ure is the minimum 
i1eeded to pay salaries at their 
current le,·cl. and docs not include 
a pay raise. 
"Quite honestly. I was hoping 
we could !!Cl that from the state:· 
Poulton s~1id . 
1\ew Hampshire state legislators 
ha,c met for a special session to 
find money to pay for S50 million 
or ,, hat Gallen called .. immediate 
needs." 
Asked if he w·ilCimplemcnt most 
of the ,:ommittcc\ recommenda-
tions in hopes that Gallen will push 
!'or the pay raises. Poulton said. "I 
don't like that approach--it sounds 
hlackmailish ... 
Poulton has met with Gallen. 
,tnd <kscrihcd the Cimernor\ 
attitude to\\ard l lSi\H as 
.. sympathetic." Rut Poulton called 
"tinfortunate" Gallen\ "lad of 
Last ~ more people 
bad cancer 
af the colon-rectum 






everyday way of 
saying proctoocopic 
examination. 
It's a simple 
diagnootic test for 
cancer of the colon 
a.nd rectum. 
And it helps 
save more lives than 
a.ny other step in 
the checkup. 
So. if you're 
over 40, you should 
have a procto as 
pa.rt of your health 
examination. 
Just think of it 
I ~ regular part of . 
'American C.a.ncer Society 
;HIS Si'N:E CONTRIB:JTED 'if'/ THE PUBLISHER AS A PUBLIC SERVICE 
( continued from page 1) 
willin!!ncss to increase rc\cnucs." war. tuition inneased S40() at the 
"t · n i \ e rs it y. 
JOHN 
-· KOERNER 
In his state of the state address 
tcle\·iscd last Wcdnesda,·. Gallen 
said he opposed any ne,,· taxes. in 
add it ion to casino gambling. 
Instead. Gallen ad,·iscd legislators 
to cut spending in many areas of 
the state hud!!et. 
UNa Bookstore Discount Policy 
W h i le Ci ~ti I e n 's p ro p o s a I 
i!!norcd the l/Sl'\ H. one Senate 
hill would cut funding hy 5.2 
pcrc:ent. 
All books and trade items . _ 
(except textbooks) . 20% off to everyon~ 
- - The hill proposes to cut all 
!.!eneral l'und appropriations hy 
that amount. including the 
llni,crsit,· s,·stem\ ,kht sen ic:c. 
i.e. calendars, posters and prints) 
. J\ 5.2° percent cut in state 
l'undinc would mean a S 1.5 million 
los!'- to ~l , S 1\ H for each year oft hl· 
hiL·trnium. Poulton said. 
He added the llS\ H could 
suni,e a ri,e perc:cnt cut in 
rundin!! ,,itlwut raisin!! tuition. 
\Vhile tuition and ~marnfaton· 
fees made up the largest source ctr 
income for the l! ni,ersit \' and 
collc!!es. Poulton said· state 
I u nd i~l!!·-\\ hich lc!!isla tors cut ' 
from 33 to ::!5 flL'tTe~ll last year--is 
important. 
.. More and morL' \\e're losing 
kids \\ ho just can't come up with 
tuition.··· he said . J\l'ter the 
lq.!islature cut l lS:\:H funding last 
New Text' books 
.Used T~xts 
Supplies 
List price with occasional 
specials 
~5% o_ff list pric~ 
with occasional specials 
5% off listed to everyone 
United Campus Ministry 




"The L(l'e and Teachings of Jesus" 
R_etreat Theme: JANUARY 29-31 
CONWAY. NH 
This theme will be continued at the weekly 
meetings of the PSG on 
WEDNESDAYS AT 7:00 PM 
COMMUNITY CHURCH OF DURHAM 
bread for the world 
a christian citizens' movement in the usa 
Our members work for government 
policies that give hungry people a 
chance. We contact our elected leaders 
and seek bipartisan support for 
measure~ that offer dignity and 
opportunity to the de~pera tely poor. 
Next monthiy meetin~ <~/' BFW 
is on Sunday. Fehruary 7 
at 2:30 pm at Wulff' House. 
Rev. David L~ Grainger, Director 
A MATTER OF FAITH: 
A STUDY GUIDE ON THE , 
NUCLEAR ARMS RACE 
Ever wonder if the Christian faith has 
any response to the nuclear arms race? If so. 
why not join a study group this semester to 
explore this question. 
The group will meet weekly beginning 
the week of February 7 at Wolff House ata 
time TBA by the participants. The covener 
of tbe grnup will be the Rev. David. 
Grainger. 
THE THIRD ANNUAL _DURHAM-UNH 
CROP Walk for Hunger 
is planned for Sunday, April 
4. Preparations are 
beginning. We need your 
help!!! 
Wolff House 862-1165 
-- • - •••• ---·•·•-··· ·-· ·--· • - • --- ____ c_ ___ -University of··N·ew --Hampshire -------
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r.:.1:~HE 
MUB CAFETERIA!, 
The Night Grill has expanded 





It will also feature, 
The Ho·t Dog Special $1.00 · 
(hot dog, fries, can of soda) . 
Burgers 
Grilled Cheese & BL T's 
Assorted Beverages & Desserts 
'~ OPEN"~onday thru Thursday 
4 pm to 8 pm 
- --
.• , •. ·[GOH O L 
Are you - a warm, caring person? 
- interested in course credit? · 
- open to learning how to lead 
, workshops/or other students -
. about responsible alcohol use 
and/or sexualitv? 
- interested in promoting healthy 
lifestyles? · -
If so: You are invited. to attend an 
informational meeting on January 
28th in the Rockingham Room 
in the MVB from 6-7 pm. 
If you cannot make the meeting, 
please contact Linda Stowe or 
Liz MacDonald at the Health 
Education Center, Health Services 
(862-1987) by Feb. 1st. 
scene at UNH 
. Men· of ·UNH! 
Fraternities Rush 
Begins 
:, Monday, February 1 an() Tuesday, February 2 
-
. -- -- .. .. , ... __ . - . . ·- - --· - -- - -··-- -----· -- -- ---·- - - - - - ---· --- --- ---- - ·••· -------·- - - --- - - - -- .. ···-· - ---··· .. - ·- .. - -· ----·-· ---- -- - --- .. - . ---- ----------- - . - - -- --·--- - - ·- - - ---- - - . . .... . - . . . ·- - . - -- - ···-·- -
Mon, Feb, 1 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
Sigma Beta · . 
Lanibda Chi Alpha 
Theta Chi 
Acacia 
Tues, Feb, 2 
Tau Kappa Ep_silon 
Pi Kappa Alpha 
Alpha .Gamma Rho 
Kappa Sigma 
. Sigma Nu 
, COME MEET THE BROTHERS OF THE. 
. ' ~ 
GREEK SOCIET·Y-!! . 
~ . 
I '" ~ ,~ l ' 
, \ .... .--.· \' \-, Ii . I ·, , I - • - I 
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CLASSIFIED • 
CRUISES, RESORTS, SAILING 
EXPEDITIONS! Needed : Sports 
Instructors, office, counselors. Europe, 
Carribean, Worldwide! Summer. Career. 
Send $8.95 for APPLtCATION, 
OPENINGS, GUIDE to CRUISEWORLD, 
172 Box 60129, Sacramento, Ca. 
95860.3/2 
EUROPE: BABYSITTING FOR $. Choose 
,your employer from high socioeconomic 
.families. Benefits include: rm/ bd, salary, 
-vacation . lnformatio'n available on 
Switzerland and 12 other countries. Send 
_$10 cash / check to: C. Steinbruchel, PO . 
Bo\ 152, 8025 Zurich, Switzerland.2 / 14) 
WANTED : Cameraperson for area video 
proJect . Excellent equipment. Possibl_e 
credit. Should be available Mon. ·s. Wed. s 
and Fri . ·s. but schedule flexible . Call 431 -
2220- . 
Goaltender wan°t<>d for Straffo rd 
Intramural Ice Hockey team, We are 
undefeated. If interested, call 868-5546. 
Call before Thursday. 
Wanted: Unpa id Position as Body Guard 
for tt¼e Go-Go girls. Contact an anxious 
Tom Schmottlach in Lord Hall as soon as 
possible. Hours"--'-'fl..:::ec.:cx:..::ib'""le~.-------
HELP WANTED: Students-married couple 
preferred-to live in, supervise teenager 4 
to 5 days in February (if satisfactory, other 
For Sale : Troia X-Country skiis and poles 
plus Hierling size 9 boots, whole package 
for only 65.00. Used only a few times. Call 
868-9854 ask for Wit Rm. 205.1129 
Used Steel office desk 2½ ft x 5 ft . in good ' 
condition $50.00. 8~8-7051.1129 
450 lbs! of York Olympic Weights for sale! 
45 lb. bar and wide grip angle iron bench . 
Asking reasonable price. Call anytime . 
749-0482 - Bob.1 /26 
For Sale: Technica Ski Boots 9½ $45 . 
Guild Model D Acoustic Guitar. Call 868-
5546.1 /26 
Skis : Rossignol Strato AR 205cm. 
Look/ Nevada bindings. $150. c;a11 868-
9662 or 2- 11 o4. AsR for Peter in Room 
117.1/26 
For Sale: 160 Rossi Elite Skis, Solomon 
Bindings, womans 8½ Dolomite boots. 
Originally $475. Used ONCE. Excellent 
condition. Asking $250 or B.O. Call 868-
7205.1 /26 
COLD FEET??? 'Brand Name' socks sold at 
a GREAT DISCOUNT (40-60% off .) 4 
Styles!!!! Many colors ... . Call Kim 
McQuade at 868-1344.1 /26 
dates possible). Good pay, references I a] 
required. 25 minutes from Durham. I 
Telephone in a.m. Only 1-207-439- Lost and Found 
4892.1 / 29 
·, Apartments for.Rent I~~ L'=o=s=T.==CB~B~ra~n~d~Sk=i=P=a=rk=a~a~t=SA=E~ 
.....- Fraternity Lost Monday night, January 
18th Reward for Find and return. Bring to 
Apartmerit available Jan 2 through May , 301 Gjbbs Hall or call and ask for Sue 
1982. $175.00 per month on Kari-Van ·(862-1596) Please. I want to Ski!! 1/26 
route. Cable TV, washing and drying 
facilities, cooking privileges, all utilities 
(incl_uded . except toll calls._ Parking 
·available 1f needed. Room furnished with 
bed, desk, etc. Males only, one month 
1deposits required. Frank H. Otis, 1 O½ 
Watson St., Dover, NH 03820. 742-6603. 
Roommate Wanted. downtown Ports. 
aptment 2 bdrm. fully furnished Approx 
S250.00 a mo. incl. rent . heat, elec, 
phone. and cable . On K-Van . Call 431 -
2220. 
Housemate Needed: to share cozy 3 room 
home on Dover Point . Need car . 
Woodstove, share responsibilities and 
utilities. Male, grad student, neat person, 
nonsmoker preferred. $100 a month . 2/ 1 
- 6/ 1. Call Scott 749-1946 
Rm. For Rent . Dover - Two minutes from. 
K-Van . Live in Prvt. Home (no prvt . 
entrance) s/ non ok. No pets. Inc. Rm. Brd. 
UtL Wash Fae. S60 wk. 1 / 30 
Apartment for rent. On Main Street. Own · 
bedroom. Prime location . Heat included. 
s190 p/ month. Call Napcy at 6§6-,6~6 
A black kitten with white paws and nose. 
Last seen near horse barns and T-school. 
Please call 868-1150 if you find her. We 
really miss her. 
Ride wanted to upstate NY for weekend of 
1-29 or 2-5. Anywhere in the Syracuse, 
lthica or Rochester area. or anywhere 
close to that will be OK. Call Jerry at 868-
5372.2/2 ----
Need daily rides to and from Manchester : 
area. Will Pay gas expenses. Call Nancy 
_868-285~.1 /26 . . ' 
Press Club meeting,, Friday at 4 p.m. 
There. 
· CAN 'T GET A CREDIT CARO? Let us help 
you get VISA or MASTERCARD. No credit 
check. Guaranteed! It's simple, legal. Free 
details! Send a self-addressed. stamped 
envelor:-e to: Creditline. P.O. Box 334-U, 
~~%~·Hrg~~~7t~tfdal1ts of A-C flight 69. 
Happy Hour with our new friends, 
Colonel, Captain, Tadd, Treforn, and bug. 
Pearl, you are so beautiful jn your white 
stewardess suit! Let's hope that T.C. sees 
it too! (Para) Dot - Lay off the garlic and 
pepper sandwiches, and .tiave a topic for 
next weeks late night dis~ussio_n! Ruby -
You're beautiful in the morning after 
drinking lor ?) at 5 :00 a.m. or 11 :30 a m I 
No more late night chats, I'm too tired! We 
are such gems! and sno-bunnies. P.S. The 
next time we won 't be able to hold Pink 
hack trgm tbe Mai Kai Emerald 
X: If you thought that Boston was the 
highlight of your vacation. wait until you 
see us this semester! We are going to 
have the best possible times of our lives .• 
It's nice to know there 's always· someone 
to fall back on ... collapse ·on ... pass out 
on ... in the bottom bunk . Thanks for 
sharing all of that . WHOOPEDOOO! The 
other half of Wherever I Go. 
Beth Skillings, since I didn't get you for 
Christmas. do you think I can find you in 
my Easter Basket? 
Beth , every time I see you working at _ 
Nicks. I lust for you . When are you going to 
open up your eyes and see what you 're 
missing? 
Lucy Reid! Glad you 're back this semester 
and hope the new house works out well. 
From your buddy, Lee!! 
To all my buddies back at U.N.H: Well. by 
the time you read this, Mo & I have made it 
• cross country (hopefully). The Hazin '-Vega 
Rides Again!! I miss all of you ... Write Me! 
Love ya lots, Boomer Barb. 
Maybe there's hope in the world, but 
Brendan DuBois is still a wuss. 
. You really should come. Peoplewhowork . FOR SALE: A .FAMOUS DURHAM 
at The New Hampshire are very nice. LANDMARK. 1967 3 / 4 ton 4 W .D. 
Except for maybe Jim Singer International Travelall. Warn locking 
E hubs. heavy duty radiator, suspension, STVN ORGANIZATIONAL M ETING: The '. axle; frame-mounted trailer hitch and 
- Student Television Network is looking for ball. Good utih1y vehicle and loaded with 
: reporters. camera operators. editors. No personality. Born in Arizona amd _has 
experience · necessary! Meeting in Coos · been everywhere and done everything in 
room (MUB) 9 pm Tuesday, Jan. 26. Great 35 states and on every back road in the 
experience for Communication majors. - west. Has seen more country than most 
You may be getting sick of me. but people do in a lifetime. Probably the only 
honestly, The New Hampshire is looking vehicle in the Northeast ever used to herd 
for eager students interested in being bison, moose, elk and mooching bears off 
· cepp[lft[§ roads in Yellowstone Park. Spacious 
YOU EVEN GET PAID for being a reporter interior will seat 10 comfortably, sleep 2-
for The New Hampshi,e. 3 in the back or haul large loads. Must sell 
- by 31 January or will be consigned to an 
SPRING BREAK. before '7ou ptan ,talk to ignominious and undeserved death on 
us. We have the best de,als available-- the scrap heap. Not beautiful, but still 
Bermuda $299, Florida at:comadations · reliable . Answers to the name of Nellie-
. S 169. Bahamas $423. Call us at 868- Belle. Asking $500, but negotiable to a 
1478 good home. John Burger. Entomology • 
Stephan.ie ... of Sue .. Dana & Stephanie, ~ Dept. Nesmith Hall, 2-1707, or 868-2608 
Hawaii 's favorite and wildest Wahinis ... - .::,af~t~e .. r_5:..P:..M:.;.:.;.-..:1:.:.l .:2:.;9~---------
Cocktails at 4 :00, Zebra's at 10:00, boogie , ENCOUNTER GROUP being formed . . 
at 12:00. Kashoggi's best for last. We An.yono intorooto~ in l-'01 Lit,lµdllllg in a 
lovod it, CIAO IJalJy . :5 & D . unique, intensive group experience On a •· 
Dearest Ed : I really do ... 1 mean, I may have: weekly basis is invited. Our goal is to . 
been wrong. and I know ... Please. don't create a small. warm. open, and safe 
.hP. Aww the heH wjth jt community in which we can explore our 
feelings and concerns. and share our 
I need a ride to Hampton on Saturday personal questions, problems, and 
morn in.gs from Durham. Anywhere near satisfactions. This is NOT a therapy group, 
Lamie's Restaurant or downtown are will nor a "touchy-feely" session . It is simply 
be fine. Will share expenses. Call 868- an opportunity for self-discovery, deep 
1145 and ask for Mike Warren or leave · communication, and sharing of 
messafil!. 1 / 29 experiences among trusting, self-directed 
Quiet, non -smoking female roommate , individuals. The group values what each · 
wanted to share Dover apartment. Rent is participant has to offer, and we welcome 
$275 per month plus electricity. Call every way of releasing the inner strengt~· 
Kathy or Anne at 742-6733--evenings of the person . An informal organizational 
I best tjme tg call.lt2J! meeting to meet one another and get 
• Organizational ·meeting for students 
interested in forming a subway system at 
UNH. Save time and stay warm between 
classes. Room 522 in the MUB, Sat. at 2 
started is scheduled for 4PM Friday, 
January 29th in Conant Hall 103. Further 
questions call Jerry 659-5945 evenings 
6-9 PM. 
p.m. I really need a ride to NORTH ADAMS or 
anywhere around there on FRIDAY, 
GIRLS, Looking for something to do? Call JANUARY 29th anytime. I'll even take a 
Skip, Lance, or Greg at 868-5858 ride to PITTSFIELD!! PLEASE call Jennifer 
.;.... __ ..,;;;. ____ __,_ _______ (Rm. 120) at 2-1669 or 868-9732 as soon 
JILLIAN Thanks for the great time over as possible! Thanks, 
break. I loved every minute of it, but HAl'tO PAINTED• 8ARRETTES: Call 2-
please lay off the mayonaise. I love_ you. ·1945 d k f M . 
Tim . P.S. Freddie Litka got his head kicked an as or aria. 
Why do you read this paper??? Because 
BINNER, STAY OFF Wheeler, he hat~s it, you love the personals. or because, deep 
besides what's for dinner? Wheelers . inside, you want to be a reporter. Well, 
besides what's for dinner? Wheelers you can . Meeting for all interested 
_Friend P.S. STOPACCOSTINGSTRUDEL ~A~~~a~ ~ ~.:~: ~il_lsboro__Roo~ in_,t~_e L. 
HEY! 
Available now. One furnished bedroom 
avatlable in a 3-bedroom apartment. 
Female preferred to share apartment with 
2 others. Rent is $375 per month 
(includes heat). Only utility paid is 
electricity. Apartment includes; kitchen, 
bathroom (shower). living room and 
dining room. Call 659-6240. Ask for 
Ma(tba 
Take it from Todd & Marion ... 
Roo·mate Needed: 3 bedroom apt . 
Newmarket. Sliding Rock apts. 130.00 
per month heat and electricity not 
included. Available now. On Kari Van . 
Private tennis courts. 659-2139 and ask 
_ for Tim after 2:oo· o.m. 1129 
--~-" _-A-ut_o_s f_o_r Sa_te __ ] I ~ I 
. 1976 FIAT 4 dr. sedan. automatic, no rust . 
Goad condition. $1600. or best offe~.-749-
1 0097 
FOR SALE: 1 pair DYNASTAR DYNASOH 
skiS::- -175 ems/ $75 and 1 pr. ladies· _ 
NORDICA ELITE ski boots. size 7½ . . $35. _ 
Call-868-1150. , 
1942 Toyota Celica St:, New alternator 
ancfbattery with 3 year warranty, new 
McPherson. Strut suspensior. system. 
fain:ondition for 103.000 miles. Call 868.-
7383. Ask for Chet. - ; 
For sale--Loveseat size couch, avocado 
green upholstery, dark pine arms and 
trim, good condition. $40.00. Call 868- · 
19~3 evenings: 
. For · Sale : King-size water bed. 'Has 
thermostat heater. liner. and frame. ' 
Reafly comfortable! $100.00. Call Peter at 
659-6180. 
:=or :.'sale: Skis--Kastle Ice 200 cm with 
Tyrolia 360 bindings and ski brakes. 
$17_!5.00. Head HRP comp, 205 cm with 
Salomon 444 and ski brakes $50.00. Call 
Pet,: 659-6180. 
1977 Jeep CJ 5. 50,000 miles, 
FM/ cassette, exc . condition, many 
extras. $3775. Call evenings 4315-6268. 
Save 30% to 50% on Down Vest. Oayp'ack. 
Bike .Bag, Cargo Bag or Comforter when 
you sew it from a kit . Top quality materials "' 
provided. No patterns--fabric pre-cut! ' 
Available mail-order. Free brochure. 
Tim6erline Sewing Kits. Box 126-U. 
Pittsfield.L...,.N.H. 03263.1129. ____ _ 
.l 




dO ~- the trick; 
Just $1.00 • ID Room 108 • ID the MUB 
(fro.m ·· lO ,a.m~ to .2 p.m. ONLY) 
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-----WRESTLERS -------
(continued from page 23) 
"I really felt stale," said Unger 
who hadn't wrestled in a dual meet 
in two years. "My opponents made 
the first move offensively but I got 
out of it which got me fired up ." 
After the two stepped out of the 
circ_le_, Unger started in top 
pos!l1bn and used a reverse 
headlock to complete a pin. 1 
" He was a better wrestler than 
tha t, I just caught him off guard . 
It's a great feeling to get back into 
it," sa id Unger. "I've been a 
spectator until now bu t now I'm 
fina lly in there." 
When U N H's Bernie 
DalCortivo failed to meet . the 
weight requirement, the UNH 
squad was forced to slide five 
; wrestlers into heavie r weight 
classes but it- didn 't bother the 
much improved team. 
"There's so much ·talent on this 
team," said Assistant Coach and 
former UN H wrestler Bob 
_MacNally. ~'\Y\th Bernie wrestling 
in the 167 d1v1s1on we'll have a well 
balanced line-up, but we have to · 
keep everyone else healthy." 
The Cats were healthy Saturday 
and conti!'}m;d _to p_yll_away. After 
Barry Chooljian tied his match, 
Randy . Petagine, Dave Yale, 
Frank Guadagnino arnd Jeff 
Webb all clinched wins in their 
divisions. 
"If we're healthy we've got one 
of the best line-ups in the division, 
and many feel we're the team to · 
beat ," said Urquhart relaxing 
before practice. "We have to be 
ca reful though .. . I'm hoping we 
don't run into another Lowell 
match and lose a stupid one." 
Earlier in the season, UN H 
dropped a 21-16 decision to 
Lowell. 
At this point in the season, 
Urquha rt feels all his goals are 
att_a inable and the team is read y to 
respond . 
"Our sights are towards the New 
Englands, getting a team title and 
gefting some New England 
Champions on this team." Said 
Urquhart, "we're hungry for the 
rest of the season." 
The squad will be in action next 
on January 30 in a tri-meet against 
Brown and Central Connecticut a t 
Connecticut. 
. 
Jo4nson Hardware · 
has part-time openings. 
Experience in hardware or 
paint sales required. Call Mrs. 
White 7 42 .. 2028 for interview. 
Steve Lyons is just one o_f _the Wildcat _h_gckey members who have been banging up UNH . 
opponents this season. (Tim Lorette photo) , -,---------------------------.. 
"The Freewaves" 
·Memorial Union Building Room 142 
announces an 
OPEN HOUSE 
Tuesday, 02 February 82 
Everyone is invited. Come and talk to 
members of the freewaves staff and see what it -
1s all about. 
That Tuesday evening there will be a 
WUNH-FM New People's Meeting 
Grafton Room, MUB, 8 p.m. 
All interested in radio and becoming a part 
of the Freewaves staff should attend. 
Any questions? Please feel free to drop by the 
station, or give us a call at 862-2541. 
Feb. -12-14 X-Country Skiing 
Feb. 26-28 Snowshoeing 
Mar. 12-22 To be announced 
Apr. 2-4 Bicycle Trip 
Apr. 9-11 Easter Trip 
Apr. 16-18 Women's Trip 
· Apr. 23-25 Seashore & Rockcjjmbing Trips 
May 30-2 Special Interest Trip 
If you are interested in a vigorous learning 
experience that will teach you more about 
yourself and others, plan on attending an 
informational meeting about the above trips 
and sign-up times on TUESDAY, Februazy 2nd 
at 7:30 p.m. in the Alumni Room of New -
Hampshire Hall. 
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY 
Open · to all interested students, faculty and staff 
members. · 
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Diane Carlin scored an impressive 8.4 on the beam in Saturday's 
meet against Northeastern and Connecticiut. (Tim Lorette photo) 
:Wrestlers pin· down a 
victory over BC, 38-5 
By Peter Clark 
Intense best describes the way 
UN H wrestled last Saturday at 
Boston. The Wildcats swept eight 
matches from the Eagles en route 
to an easy · 38-5 victory that 
boosted their record to 3-2 . 
After having to wait four hours 
while weighing in, the Cats came 
out smoking and opened up a 
quick 22-0 lead. 
"They were making it real tough 
on us by making us wait so long," 
said UNH Coach James Urquhart. 
_•;Most - t~~ms don't make the 
visiting team arrive so early that 
you have to wait four hours, but I 
guess they wanted to stick it to us. 
It got us really ticked off and we 
wrestled with intensity." 
After Steve Leonard drew a " 
forfeit, ,junior Louis Ferullo took 
an 11-1 decision increasing UNH's -
lead to 10-0. Teammates Doug 
Unger and Kurt Massey followed 
increasing the Wildcat lead to 22-0 
with respective pins in the first and 
secon~ periQdS._ 
-~RESTLING, page 22 
SPORTS _SHORTS 
I 
Women skiers place 4th 
The women's ski team placed fourth overall in the UNH Ski 
Carnival this past weekend'. Middlebury was the winner of the meet, , 
the University of Vermont was second, and Dartmouth took third 
place honors. 
The top performer of the day for UNH was Kelly Milligan, who 
raced to a second place finish in the 7.5 k cross country race. In 
downhill competition, Kris VanCuran was UNH's top finisher in 
I Ith place. 
The Wildcats travel to the Vermont Carnival on February 5-6 and 
then to the Dartmouth Carniyal February 12-_l 3. 
Harriers lose ·to Rhodies 
The women's track team dropp,ed its third meet of the season 58-
36_ t_o a tough Rhode Island squad on Sunday. The meet was 
ongmally scheduled for Saturday, but bad weather conditions 
caused the coached to re-schedule the match. 
Bright spots f?.r UNH in the meet included Michelle Cochran, 
who grabbed a first 1n the 5-0 meter race and the 300 meter event. 
UN H ·s ~ancty ~teams ran ner personal best m the mile (5:06) and 
. was ahead the whole race, only to be nipped by Rhode Island's 
Chrissy Kelley at the wire. 
The women harriers_ nex_t meet is Saturday when they host 
Dartmouth and the University of Vermont at I p.m. in the Paul 
Sweet Oval. 
Two meets cancelled 
The me_n's trar_k meet against Bates College and the University of 
Vermont m B~~lmgton, Vt. was ca ncelled Sa turday because of bad 
weather cond1t1ons, A new date for the meet has not yet been -
scheduled. 
Ttie men's swim meet against the University of Connecticut in 
,_Storrs, Conn. was cancelled Saturday because oC-bad weather 
conditions. The new date for the meet will be sometime in February. 
·' Top Northeasterll, UConn 
Gymnast vault · over opponents 
By Nancy Wogan 
Sometimes you've got it and 
sometimes you don't. Yet, the 
UNH w0men gymnasts win 
whether they have it or not. After 
last week's record breaking win 
over Springfield, the 'Cats came 
down but still landed on their feet. 
They were the victors Saturday 
scoring 137 .0 points to top 
Northeastern University ( 129 .45) 
and University of Connecticut 
( 125.55). 
Vaulting has been UNH's forte 
all season. Their effort Saturday, . 
while lacking the dynamics of past . 
performances, still had enough 
punch to grab 34.85 points and the 
event for UNH. Northeastern had 
32.3 points to U-Conn's 33.25. 
Wildcat Diane Carlin began a 
solid afternoon's work by taking 
the event's top honors with her9.0. 
Tcatnin0 with Dit1nc wc1 c Lu1.,ia 
Cancelmo with 8.8 , Ellen Fahey 
with a 8.55 and Lynn Mazzaferro - levels they are capable of. 
with a 8.5 score. UNH 's Lucia Cancelmo 
The uneven bars event resulted continued a strong performance by 
in another Wildcat win. The event pulling a 8.9 for top spot. The rest 
score showed UN H 34. 2, of the 'Cats helping to bring in the 
Northeastern 33.25 and U~Conn event were Laura Cabanaugh 
31.15. (7.75), Jayne Dean (8.5), and 
The individual top spot was Diane Carlin (8.4). Coach 
captured by Donna Geralamo of Goodspeed noted Dean's and 
Northeastern who notched a 9.1. Carlin's routines were their best 
The Wildcats' high score was an efforts this year. 
8.7 shared by Lucia Cancelmo and UNH finished up a winning day 
Diane Carlin. with a floor victory. UNH tallied 
Though her girls got pleasing 34.4 points to Northeastern's 32.65 
scores in the uneven bars, UNH and U-Conn's 30.35. 
coach . Gail Goodspeed sa~, Cancelmo grabbed another first 
"We 're still "not there." place with a 9 .3 score. Ellen Fahey 
Balance, ·beam offered up and Co-captain Lynn Mazzaferro 
another UNH victory with the of UNH both put out strong 
Wildcats' 33.55 points _ over, routines. 
Northeastern's 31.3 and U-Conn's The Wildcats are on the road 
30.8. Goodspeed saw more solidity this weekend for a meet against a· 
in the girls' efforts compared to the tough Maryland squad. Their next 
_rc :, t of '-the .'ICa.'lon. II o wcvc1, :,In:: : hoii;ne mee t is on February 1·3 ,vhen 
cited beam as a challenge the girls they will host-Temple. 
will have to overcome to reach 1rie · 
Unbeaten streak at eight 
lcewomen win, draw in Canada 
By Kent Cherrington 
Being a varsity athlete isn't a '., 
easy and glamorous as it looks . 
There's mo!e to it than meets the 
eye. 
The women'\ ice hockey team 
has been learning of the tougher 
aspects these days. After its 
grueling trip through the New 
York snowstorms, the 'Cats 
returned to Durham long enough 
to clean their uniforms and attend 
a few classes. Then they were off 
again to Toronto, Canada for a 
couple games against a couple of 
top_ teams. Toronto and York.. • 
In Toronto, they got only 3 
minutes of warmup yet despite the 
long trip and the quick pregame 
prcparatiqns, the Wildcats 
extended their unbeaten streak to 
seven games, shutting out Toronto 
4-0, and coming back less than 24 
hours later to tic York, 2-2. The 
only other tic in UN H History was 
in 1979, when the 'Cats skated to a 
6-6 dealock with Providence. 
"This was among the tougher 
trips we've ever had, said UNH 
coach Russ McCurdy. "We've 
never had a two-game stint like 
this. We got really tired ." 
Toronto, unbeaten prior to the 
. . game :-it 10-0, looked to ht> :-i tough 
opponent for the 'Cats. U N-H 
Sophomore goalie Kathy "Kaz" 
Kazmaier was equal to the task, 
notching her first shutout of the 
sea son in the 4-0 w~n. Kaz turned 
back 33 Toronto shots, and was 
backed up by strong Wilcat 
defe nse . 
_"Toronto had strong slaters, 
said McCurdy . "But we played 
strong defense. We had to work 
like heck. though ." 
"The score doesn't indicate how 
close it really was," McCurdy 
added. "It was a tough game." 
York was no easier. At 8-2, good 
enough for second place in their 
league. the Canadians were as 
much as the fatigued Wildcats 
could handte . 
"We should've beat them," said 
UNH freshman defenseman 
Lauren Apollo . "We were just 
tired _" 
_ "York wasn't as good as 
l oronto," said UN H center Lorie 
H u~c_hinson. "They played their 
_ pos1t1ons better. though." 
If they were tired-, the 'Cats 
didn't _ show it in the third period. 
After 6cing outplayed in the 
second period by their opponents, 
the Wildcats stormed the York 
-territory the entire third period . 
"We did everything but put the 
puck in the net in the third period," 
said McCurdy. "We really showed 
a lot of character." 
Hutchinson agreed. "We 
outskated them, but we were dead 
from the trip," sid the red-haired 
sophomore. who scored both 
1J NH goals against York while 
playing on the line with juniors 
Marcy Pannabecker and Kip 
Porter. 
"Marcy has been scoring a lot 
recently," said Hutchinson. "We 
had this line at the beginning of the 
year. but it takes a while . You have 
to get used to where everyone is 
going to be." 
Wildcat fans will get their 
chance to sec women's hockey at 
its best this weekend as the 
Wildcats host the Granite State 
Tourney, with Boston College, 
Cornell and Concordia participat-
ing. 
Coach McCurdy is optimistic 
about the upcoming games. "We're 
taking them one at a time. Toronto 
was a good trip, and we shouldn't 
let up." 
The players may have something 
else in mind also. "We're looking . 
forward to playing Providence," 
said Apollo. Everyone is 'up'for it. 
It 'II be a real showdown." 
The women's ice hockey team kept their unbeaten streak alive by beating Toronto-4-0 and tying York 2-2 : 
over_ the Weekend. (Henri Barber photo) . 1 
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Sports 
UNH st~rs .in 'Maine event', heat Bears, 66-54 
By Steve Damish 
Al McClain earned $1 .25 in 
UN H's 66-54 win over Maine 
Saturday night. He did it legally. 
yet he stoic. 
Translated from basketball 
lingo into understandable 
terminology. McClain's $1.25 
becomes five steals. At 25 cents 
apiece. of course. 
"We call it nick le change." 
explained UN H guard Rt;bin 
Dixon. "He got $1.25 tonight." 
McClain's five steals were part 
or UN H's total of what proved to 
IH.: a c, itical factor in a win t11at 
lifted the Wildcats from eighth 
place to sixth in thc_ECAC North. 
The victory made their conference 
record 1-2 and overall mark 7-9 . 
Randy Ki111ly and Dan Nolan 
acquired 50 cents apiece while Joe 
Rainis earned a quarter. 
"We were trying to pressure 
them really tight." said McClain.-
"and a few times they [ost the ball." 
The Hlack Hears(6-I I mnall.2-
3 conference) lost the hall 21 times 
against UNH\ 14 and managed 
just om: theft against the Wildcats'. 
"The key for us to beat any team 
in the ECAC North is to get 
turnovers." said Maine's Cla,· 
Pickering ( 16 points). "UN H hc1it 
.us with turnovers tonight." 
In the first half. the lllrno\'crs 
read Mainc.5. UNH.7 and the 
steals' department had ll NH with 
three against Maine's 1cro. As a 
result. the Black Bears led at the 
half. 29-25 . 
Hut the Wildcats took control of 
the second half. forcing turnmer 
after turn over and using a fast 
hrcak offense that left the Hlack 
Hears playing the role of spectators . 
in the Wildcat end . 
"You gotta take a look at where 
our turnovers \\ere;" said 
Pickering. "They were up in the 
front 'court. When we're turning 
the ball over, it\ at the guard 
position. 
"'When vou turn it O\'cr- there. 
thc.•y'n.' yoi;,e to h<.'llt your· d..:r-...=11 .~--
downcourt first. We're used to 
that. A lot of times wc\·c lost. 
\\c\c lost losing the hall in the 
hackcourt." 
McClain and Nolan had hack-
to-hack steals to open the second 
half and start an 11 point LINH 
streak that brought the Wildcats 
from a first-half lcricit of tour to a 
second-half advantage of sc\cn. 
·1 he streak had most ol the 925 
fans on their feet and \\:as 
comprised of some of the hcst 
_defense and offense executed by 
lJ NH this year. The dispia;• also 
helped to dispel( UN H \ reputation 
as hcing a slm\ starting team in the 
second half. 
"Our runnin!.! !.!amc wasn't 
\\ 'Orkin!.! too \\~II ~ in the first 
hall'. "s,~id UN H high scorer Rohin 
D1'xon. wht; pumped in 22 points. 
'"Coach (Gerry Friel) told us we 
ECAC record now 8-4 
weren't doing .too well on ottcnsc. I 
think the pressure defense in the 
second half made the difference . 
"We put a lot of pressure on the 
point guards." Dixon said. "It gave 
our wings a chance to come up on 
defense.·: 
. Mair~e edged _back in the ensuing 
lour m111utes alter UNH's second-
half su_rge and took a one-point 
lead m1dwav throu,gh the halL 
Hut the ·wildcat defense the·n 
took command and for the 
remaining 10 minutes put on a 
show that made the three-dollar 
<1Ll111bsio11 price a great harga1n . 
McClain ga\'e the Hlack Bears a 
lesson in hall handling. Dixon ' 
hrokc for a slam dunk. and the 
l 1 NH defense permitted Maine to 
score _just fi\'e points in the final 
fi\ c minutes. 
"I gi\e a lot of credit to UNH." 
said Maine's center .Jeff Cross . 
..They came out and jumped all 
0\ er us. When they're up down _ 
here. it's really hard to come back." 
McClain. with his t"i\'C steals. 12 
points and crowd-inspiring display 
ol hall control. summed it up hest. 
"I think the team put on a nice 
slHl\\," he said. 
1UNH hosts Vcrmont(7~~( 1~5~ 
con_krcnce) tomorrow night at 
7:J0 in their last home game hefore 
l!Oi 111! on the road for four 
~ons~cuti\T road contests. The 
Wildcats return home to face 
Hoston l lni,ersity February IJ. Wildcat forward Tony Stanfield drew the foul on this play in 
Saturday night's victory over Maine. (Tim Skeer photo) 
Whi~e's game-winner _nips Vermont, 4-3 
UN H's Dan Forget is rapped by a UVM defender in front of the net Friday night. The Wildcats won the 
hard-hitting contest 4-3. (Henri Barber photo) · 
By Larry McGrath . 
A lot of the time in sports you 
don't get a sc,ond chance at 
opport~nitics. Miss it once and it\ 
gone . At 3:53 of the first period 
Friday night George White got one 
of those rare athletic \ ccond 
chances and made good on it · 
scoring the \\ inning goal in a 4-J 
\ icton· o\er Vermont before a 
sellout crowd of 3999 at Sni\'cl\· 
Arena. The victory avenged an . 
earlier 8-4 loss to UVM in tl1e Auld 
Lang Syne tournament. 
Oil a face-off. to the right or 
l lVM goalie Tim Camisa. ~White 
hlastel a shot nctward . Mark 
Litton of the Catamounts blocked 
it. hut it came right hack to White\ 
forehand and he drilled it past an 
out-of-position Camisa to the tar 
side . 
"It came ril!ht hack to him and I 
had mo\ed ttut for the fir-,t shot." 
Camisa. a 6'4" sophomor~ -,aid . .. I 
was oil-balance for the second 
one. 
"I took the first shot hut it \\cnt 
off the guy\ ( Litton\) stick. and it 
came hack to me." White .said . "I 
was so close that ·1 just sent it. I 
alwa,·s · tn· to go fi1r side from 
there." . ~ , 
White\ score made it 4-.2 
Wildcats, but there was plenty .of 
time remaining_ l lN H's Todd 
Pearson had help holding the fort 
as the 'Cats ( Wildcats. that is) 
limited UVM to fiw third period 
shots. Pearson was sc,crel\· tested 
"ith 2:50 remaining in the contest. 
hut his skate n,(-;hcd out and -
knocked away Norris.Jordan\ hid. 
A temporary reprieve. UV_M 
scored Its scconc.1 !.!Oaf oil a l 1 :\ H 
dcfensemcn's skat~ at 18:00. Ma!! 
Winnicki to:,s1.:d a centering p.1ss 
out front where ll NH\ Ron Ree\ e 
had Ke\·in Foster tied up 
sufficiently. The puck caromed off 
the Wildcat's skate howe\er. and 
past Pearson to make it 4-3. 
l\m, it was Vermont that needed 
a second chance. The,· l!Ot it,, hen 
And\ Brickle\' was called oil at 
18-47 for intci·fering with l l\'M\ 
Tc~m· Messina. This call \\as a 
curi()sit\ because olficials .Bill 
R~lc, ai1d Dana Hetti!.!er had let 
C\cr,·ting short of scc~rnd-degree 
ma n:..,1aughter go throughout the 
game. 
The Catamounts pressed. hut 
the hest they could come up "' ith 
was a game-ending scramble in 
· front of Pearson. The 'Cats. led h\' 
the penalty-killing of Chris Pryo·r 
and Rcc\c had held. There would 
be no more chances and Ul\H is 
no\\ 8-_4 in the EC AC and in fourth 
place owrall trailing third-place 
Boston College ( l 0-4 ). 
"We'll go out there (l l\'M) and 
they'll be ~ill juiced up and \\C may 
h~1, c some trouble ... l l ~ H Coach 
- Charlie Holt said. 
Someone else getting a chance is 
freshman l\orm Lacombe . The 
hurl~ winger. who only turned 17 
in October. opened the scoring 
Friday\\ ith a pretty goal set up hy 
And,· Hrickle\'. Lacombe tlHc\\ his 
6' I 85 lb. rr,ime around all night 
and his play has resulted in eight 
!.!Oals this season. tied for third-
hest on UNH with Dan Potter. 
!'otter scored his eighth on , ·ct 
another nice pass. this ;rnc by Pi1ul 
Harton. \\ ho sent Potter in alone 
from the right corner. three 
different lines ~produced goals for 
U l\' H Frida\· which hodcs m.:11 for 
this \\eckencl as the 'Cats face :\ew 
York State toughies St. Lawrence 
( Friday) and Cl71rkson (Saturday). 
